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INSIDE:
Adults interested in the
Bachelor of Independent Studies degree can
learn more about the
program in an April
seminar. Page 14A

SPORTS:
The Murray High
Tigers failed to defend
its All "A" Classic title
Tuesday night against
Hickman County in
Mayfield. Page 28

Bush's plan faces rough sledding
Tuesday night, Bush challenged
Congress to act on his remedies by
Associated Press Writer
March 20 or expect a "good fair
fight."
t
WASHINGTON — Presiden
The president followed up by
Bush's election-year plan to revive
trillion
the economy ran into criticism sending Congress a $1.52
program
his
out
that
spelled
budget
political
the
today from across
es
landscape. Democrats vowed to of tax breaks, business incentiv
.
restraint
ent
spending
governm
and
"stand our ground," and a Repuand
foreign
to
defense
Turning
simpsaid
t
opponen
blican primary
ly, "The problem is the president's policy, Bush outlined dramatic cuts
in the U.S. nuclear arsenal and said
credibility."
In his State of the Union address he would ask Russian President

By TOM RAUM

Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

January 29
WORLD
MOSCOW — President Boris
Yeltsin announced today that
Russia has taken off alert about
600 strategic land- and seabased nuclear missies and
curbed production of long-range
nuclear bombers. Page 3A

STATE
FRANKFORT — State Sen.
David Williams plunged into the
race for U.S. Sen. Wendell
Ford's seat Tuesday. Page 3A

SPORTS
LONE OAK — The Calloway
County Lakers lost their 15th
straight 64-54 at Lone Oak
Tuesday night. Page 2B

Mayfield attorney Jeff Green is
continuing a vigorous campaign
pace despite being the only candidate running in Thursday's special
election to fill the vacant first district state senate seat.
The special one-candidate election became necessary after Greg
Higdon resigned late last year to
initiate a campaign for U.S. Rep.
Carroll Hubbard's congressional
seat. After dropping out of that
race, he assumed a top cabinet post
in the Jones administration. Green
was chosen to fill the remainder of
Higdon's term Dec. 31 at a joint
meeting of the seven county Democratic executive commitees to be
the party's nominee.
Speaking from his Mayfield law
office Tuesday, Green said he has
been visiting all seven counties in
the first district since being chosen
as the Democratic nominee. He
said the endorsement by the committees was responsible for his
campaign's success. Green said he
doesn't feel many will cast votes
Thursday.
"I would be surprised at anything but a light turnout. In the
special election held Jan. 7 for a
senate position in Morehead, 16

BUSINESS
WASHINGTON — The economy dipped dangerously toward a renewed downturn as 1991
ended, after appearing to emerge
from the first recession in a
decade. Page 3A

FORECAST
Tonight: Mostly clear. Low 30
to 35. Light southwest wind.
Thursday: Mostly sunny and
mild. High in the mid 50s.

POLLEN/MOLD
1-800-756-4AIR
Allergy-Asthma Clinic
of West Kentucky

LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY LAKE
354.3, -0.2; below 305.6, +1.6
BARKLEY LAKE
354.1, -0.4; below 314.7, +1.7
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Boris Yeltsin to agree to eliminate
all land-based multiple warhead
ballistic missiles.
Bush was lobbying for his program on Capitol Hill today in the
face of fresh Commerce Department figures that showed the economy growing at a barely perceptible rate of 0.3 percent at the end of
1991
The White House hoped voters
will blame congressional Democrats if the economic stagnation

Green continues to run
all-out in one-man race
By CYRUS AFZALI
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percent turned out and it was a
contested race. It's important for
people to go out and vote and I
certainly hope they will," Green
said.
Green will face Larry Wilson
and Joe McPherson in the regular
May Democratic primary for a full
four-year term. No Republican had
filed as of Tuesday afternoon
which was the filino deadline.
Ray Coursey, deputy Calloway
County clerk, said he has been told
the special election could cost
between eight and $10,000, with a
large majority of it coming from
county funds.
"My argument with the state has
been since we have one candidate,
there's no need for an election.
They countered me with the fact
that this is a special election and
the people have a right to cast
write-in votes. It's the ability to
write-in a vote that's causing us to
have this election," Coursey said.
There will be a lever on the
machines that, when pushed to the
side, will expose paper on the
inside where anyone can register
another choice in writing. Following the election, precinct workers
will do a normall tallying of the
regular machine totals and will
(Cont'd on page 2)

persists.
"It's up to Congress to produce," chief of staff Samuel Skinner told CBS. "If they don't,
they're going to go into the fall
having failed the American people
and if they fail the American people they won't be coming back in
January."
"We'll act in a timely manner,"
said House Majority Leader
Richard Gephardt, D-Mo. "We're
not going to play partisan

politics."
Gephardt repeated the Democratic leadership's opposition to
Bush's plan to cut capital gains tax
rates and said the Democrats would
use their congressional majority to
press for a middle class tax cut.
Patrick Buchanan, the conservative commentator challenging Bush
for the GOP presidential nomination, applauded Bush's message but
(Cont'd on page 2)

Cutting a tight' corner

night at the Exposition Center
Bobby Benton practices barrel racing with a horse he is training. Tuesday
Staff photo by Candy Mather,
during open riding.

Jones throws board proposal to members themselves...
former Kentucky governor had a
suggestion.
WriI•I
d
PIOSS
Associate
Why not make ineligible any
FRANKFORT, Ky. — The sub- candidate for a governing board
ject was politics and university spot who was nominated by a govgoverning board members and a ernor or a legislator?
By MARK R. CHELLGREN

"Then we'd get a lot of politics
out of it," said former Gov. Louie
Nunn.
Nunn's comment was only partly
in jest Tuesday as current Gov.
Brereton Jones gathered university

board members to tell them personally why he wanted to throw them
all out.
It was not a particularly sympathetic crowd.
Jones got a few questions, a

... while Dr. Rose says trip was a waste of time
WalCalloway County Superintendent Frankfort expecting to hear the appointment of former Gov.
of
ty
Universi
the
to
n
Wilkinso
.
lace
concerns
budget
address
Dr. Jack Rose said Gov. Brereton governor
trustees.
of
board
y
said
Kentuck
Rose
report,
d
attempt
publishe
a
In
n
afternoo
Jones' Tuesday
to gain support for his regents and although the bill is important, its
The House has passed the bill,
trustees proposal was a waste of importance is minor compared to but considerable debate is expected
the other issues currently facing in the Senate.
time.
Jones asked college presidents, higher education.
Jones said his desire to remove
Jones' most controversial propregents, trustees and members of
and unqualified board members
bad
the Council on Higher Education, osal calls for all current regents
the reason for the proposal. He
was
30,
June
down
step
to
meet
and trustees
of which Rose is president, to
ed this move would
contend
in Frankfort Tuesday. The reason allowing Jones to appoint replacethe quality of the boards
improve
meathis
see
Critics
1.
for calling the meeting was given ments July
te conflict and
elimina
only after officials arrived in sure as an act to counter the self- and

controversy.
Murray State University board of
regents chairman Kerry Harvey
said Jones failed to give him any
reasons to change his views. He
also said Jones' remarks served as
an "indictment" of all trustees and
regents currently serving.
Other Murray regents at the
meeting were Willie Kendrick of
Hopkinsville, Tommy Sanders of
Murray, Dean Akridge of Fredonia
and James Butts of Fulton.

Man on the street

Should Bill Clinton have gone on national television and
responded to his alleged affair with(Jennifer Flowers?

MIKE GARLAND
Of course. Something like that
should be out in the open. We have
a right to know what our elected
officials do both in front of and
behind closed doors.

•••:-.'s

LAURA PUGH
I don't think his personal life has
anything to do with what he plans
to do. It's too bad it's being
exploited.

CARL HOWES
No. Not at all. If it did indeed happen it's not any of our business.

PAULA SIMS
Yes. Because he had to defend
himself. I'm nosey by nature. The
public does have a right to know.

pointed remark or two and only a
single outright endorsement of his
plan.
. "I'd remind you that we both
got our jobs through politics," said
Eastern Kentucky University
Regent Walter May, who is also
mayor of Pikeville.
The political part of life as a
regent or trustee may not be as bad
as advertised, said May, who contended that he did not gain his
appointment by performing political favors for others or making
campaign contributions.
May asked Jones, a former University of Kentucky trustee, how he
got his appointment.
Jones said after the meeting he
also did not gain his appointment
from Martha Layne Collins through
(Cont'd on page 2)

Jones' support
for Bill Clinton
not deterred
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Brereton Jones says allegations that Arkansas Gov. Bill
Clinton had a 12-year affair
have not deterred his support for
Clinton's presidential bid.
"I think it's very sad to see
any candidate out there thrust in
the position that he (Clinton) is
now thrust in, where you pay a
person $50,000 to change their
story and everybody gives credibility and coverage to it." Jones
said.
Jones announced his support
for Clinton's presidential candidacy during a breakfast meeting
Tuesday. Asked later if he
would endorse Clinton, Jones
said: "We're going to make a
public statement on that, I think
Tuesday. You're getting warm."
Clinton has said that Arkansas
state employee Gennifer Flowers is lying, that she had earlier
denied any affair but reversed
her story for money. The Star, a
tabloid, paid Flowers for her
story.
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Bush's planfaces rough sledding...
6Cont'd from page I)
said he didn't believe the
messenger.
"The problem is not some of
those proposals which are good:
the problem is the president's credibility," Buchanan told CBS. /
But Senate Minority Leader Bob
Dole, R -Kan., said: "The president
displayed leadership, for the present and for the future, and now
it's time for Congress to do the
same."
The budget Bush sent Congress
was contained a volume the size of
a New York telephone book with a
red, white and blue cover.
For 1993, the president proposed
spending a record $1/516 trillion
and taking in reventies of S1.164
trillion, leaving the S351.9 billion
deficit.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

0991Y wi99IY
PEI 12lgt K OR I NT Sr C SIA SILMOr
II' n14 C VW'

Tuesday's winning numbers
selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3: 3-4-3 (three, four,
three): Cash Five:
13-27-30-31-32 (thirteen,
twenty-seven, thirty, thiny-one,
thirty-two)

Shell

The budget reflected Bush's acknowledgement that the nation was
in a period of "hard times." Gone
was last year's forecast of a short
downturn.
Instead, White House Budget
Director Richard Darman wrote
that "the euphoria of summer has
been displaced by another winter's
gloom" that has pushed consumer
confidence to a "remarkably low"
level.
The president's economic revival
plan included new tax breaks for
first-time home buyers, an
increased personal exemption for
children, lower paycheck tax withholding levels, a sharp reduction in
the capital gains tax and a host of
other tax incentives for businesses
and individuals.
"The American people were
expecting meat and potatoes on the
menu tonight, and instead they got
pot luck and leftovers," said Sen.
Robert C. Byrd, D-W.Va., chairman of the Senate Appropriations
Committee.

The Bush plan faces stiff competition from Democratic alternatives that generally call for bigger
middle-income tax cuts.
Bush also called for a freeze on
many federal programs and a
90-day moratorium on government
regulations that stifle growth. The
president also proposed a large cut
in defense spending and major
S. nuclear arms
)
reductions in the U.
program.
In his prime-time address, Bush
conceded the economy was in poor
shape but declared. "We are going
to lift this nation out of hard times
inch by inch and day by day."
He challenged Congress to back
his economic programs • March
20. "From the day after that, if it
must be: tne battle is joined," Bush
said. invoking Gulf War rhetoric,
he vowed that the recession "will
not stand."
- Bush also renewed his call for a
lower capital gains tax, and produced appla'...e from Republicans
and some k.- h,L.kles from Democrats

when he asserted: "This time, I criticism.
Paul Tsongas called Bush's plan
won't take no for an answer."
Over six years, the president "voodoo economics continued" at
proposed to cuticlefense spending a time when people want long-term
bv $51) billion as a result of the solutions.
"He ran through a litany of
relaxation of East-West tensions.
"Communism died this year," he programs but his response to soldeclared in his speech in the ving the problems with his progpacked chamber of the House of rams was hollow," said Nebraska
Sen. Bob Kerrey, also campaigning
Representatives.
Most of the address — the first in New Hampshire.
Although many of the proposals
volley of Bush's re-election campaign — dwelled on domestic poli- Bush outlined had been previously
cy, not usually seen as his strong reported, he did announce one that
was new: an order to the Internal
suit or his main interest.
Democrats were quick to declare Revenue Service to start lowering
that the speech did not live up to tax-withholding rates.
That will immediately put more
expectations.
House Speaker Thomas S. Foley, money in the pockets of what Bush
delivering the official televised estimated would be as many as 90
Democratic response, said Demo- million Americans — although it
crats "will seek common ground means their refunds will be
with the president and the Republi- trimmed.
Bush said the accounting change
cans ... But we will also stand our
would
pump $25 billion into the
at
are
basic
when
principles
ground
economy — even though it would
stake."
On the campaign trail, Democra- mean additional monthly taketic candidates had much the same home pay of only up to $28.75 for

Jones...
(Cont'd from page 11
political means
The governor has defended his
proposal as the best way to/remove
politics from higher education. He
wants to fire all current board
members and replace them from
lists provided by a screening committee.
"Would you explain one more
time about how involving 138 more
politicians would help this process?" asked lack Rose, a member
of the Council on Higher Education
and school official in Murray.

Local News Roundup
MURRAY POLICE REPORT THEFTS

Logan Abbot of 1 704 Miller Ave., has reported the theft of a bicycle from his
carport. According to reports, the bicycle was noticed missing Jan. 27. In a
separate incident, Dorothy Sims of 1110 River.vood Road reported the theft
of a gold necklace Jan. 28. Both thefts are currently under investigation by
the Murray Police Department.

MAN EJECTED IN ACCIDENT
James L. Edwards, 54, of Route 1 Gilbertsville, was partially ejected from
his 1986 Chevy Citation after losing control, leaving the left side of the road
and striking a ditch 5.7 miles north of Benton on U.S. 641. According to a
report issued by the Kentucky State Police, Edward* who was not wearing
a seat belt, was transported to Marshall County Hospital. The accident was
investigated by KSP Trooper Gary West.

Green...
Hello Stranger!
Searching for answers to ell
those wtiowhat where questions
about VOW' new city,
WAGON
WELCOME
As
Representative its my lob to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bronging you some useful
gifts Community info Advice on
reliable Dourless in your new
neighborhood And more Call

MURRAY
Is A

Th l
kiCOMOVag011
Town

Hostess Kathryn Outland 753 3029
Hostess Ingeborg Kong 492 8348

PUBLIC NOTICE

(Cont'd from page 1)
bring the paper to the court house
and count the write-in votes.
Coursey said preparing for the
election is a time-consuming and
involved process. "We have to bring in people to
deliver the machines to the polling
places and retrieve them after the
election which takes two full days.
We have the expense of calling and
getting electricity, water, tele-

phones and portable bathrooms for
our facilities that don't have them,"
he said.
Coursey said the special race is
open to everyone registered and he
would like to see Green get many
votes from Calloway County.
"When he goes to the state capitol, he will remember there's a
whole lot of people in Calloway
County that can pull a lever. It's
worthwhile to go vote."

a married worker and up to $14.37
for a single person.
Other key elements:
'The personal exemption for
dependent children, now $2,300
per child, would be raised by $500
per child to $2,800. However, the
increase would not take effect until
next Oct. I.
'First-time homebuyers would
receive a tax credit of up to $5,000
for down payments and could also
withdraw $10,000 from Individual
Retirement Accounts without penalty for home purchases.
'All families could deduct the
interest they pay on student loans.
*The capital gains tax, the tax on
profits from the sale of stock, real
estate and other assets, would be
cut from its current top rate of 28
percent to a maximum rate of 15.4
percent for assets held at least three
years.
'Tax credits and vouchers to help
low and middle-income families
buy health insurance, up to a maximum of $3,750 per family.

Shuttle astronauts gripe
about frenetic work load
SPACE CENTER, Houston (AP)
— Discovery's astronauts got a
little time off today to admire the
view from 187 miles up after one
of them groused about the shuttle
flight's frenetic pace, complaining,
"We're not machines."
"I have the feeling that people
are sometimes a little bit too pushy
and they shouldn't forget that we
are human beings," German physicist Ulf Merbold said Tuesday
nighi "So far, we haven't had any
minute to see the world."
The day began with Merbold and
crewmate David Hilmers peering at
a flashlight beam projected on a
grid. Each was fitted with electrodes to record his eye movements
so scientists can analyze how the
nervous system adjusts to low
gravity.
After Merbold and Hilmers
asked for time off, NASA rearranged the schedule to give them
an hour this morning when the

shuttle's position would offer the
best look at Earth.
Both astronauts later thanked
Mission Control.
"I want you to know that you
guys made Ulfls whole flight here
in the last few minutes by giving
him that time off," Hilmers said.
"He had a clear view of downtown
Munich, and Germany and -the Alps
were clear, and his spirits arc a lot
higher right now. We all thank
you."
The crew of seven has skipped
breaks and skimped on sleep to
squeeze in as much scientific work
as possible before the mission ends
Thursday. The flight was extended
to eight days to allow more
experiments.
"The extra day on orbit has really been a blessing for us," said
mission manager Robert McBrayer.
The astronauts are studying the
effects of weightlessness and space
radiation on living things.

PROUD TO BE THE NOMINEE
OF THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY:

JEFF GREEN
My interest in the Democratic Party goes back to the days when my
father explained to me what FDA had done for America and what
Alben Barkley had done for Kentucky. I took that to heart, joined
Young Democrats and served as Kentucky Young Democrats' vice
president in 1981.
To have been chosen to represent the party in the special election for
state senator is a tremendous honor which I accept with a great sense
of responsibility. That responsibility is to the party and to you.
I hope to be a senator whose success is built on a partnership with the
people of Calloway, Carlisle, Christian, Fulton, Graves, Hickman and
Trigg counties. I hope you'll take part in that partnership by voting for
me on Thursday, Jan. 30, and by letting me know your feelings on
what's happening in Frankfort.

PLEASE REMEMBER TO VOTE

THURSDAY, JANUARY 30

They say the image of the 'Russellville woman' is forever etched in the
window Of the tower where she died on her betrothal day
:•r-c trey say bandits lured west bound settlers into a cave along the
Piver — only to rob arl m..fder the unwary travellers
is there a popular ghost story or legOnd that happened in your town?
:D0.,?s your family have a favorite story that has been passed on from one
generation to the next?
KET is looking for traVional steries — ones told over and over agan —
from Western Kentucky for use in a new program
Were looking for
• The supernatural ghost stories, monsters, haunted houses
• Historical stories of river pirates outlaws, and famous murders
• Natural disasters and catastrophic accidents
• Tall tales and mysterious creature,
All stories illeeld be unique to the Western Kentucky region
• lit is ken if a pod storytellm in your community
PU! Uces!ry•ou
or sisi
r story in one of these ways.
•

'Jeff
reel'

trie-cassette Speak clearly, and check Tap:recordyOur stor, ar,a
to make sure we Ii be able to transcribe it accurately
• Melees
Videotape yourself or the storyteller Place the-camcbrder dose to your subject .
we can hear the story beady
• Typed sr beeintien
we need rs bask information Please write legibly
Include your name, address, and phone number along with your story
Send your stores by March 1 to

ariNIN
Thellosludg him*
600 Cooper Drive
Lexrngton, KY 40502

The Kentucky
Network

STATE SENATE

TREASURER
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News of the

World

TOO MUCH? OR TOO LITTLE?

MANCHESTER, N.H. — The men who would replace President Bush were
split on whether his State of the Union address offered too much or too little.
But they were unanimous in calling its promises too late — and from a man
who can't be trusted to keep them. Although they were quick to criticize the
president, many of the themes Bush used Tuesday night echoed those
heard as the 1992 campaign heats up in New Hampshire: health care, welfare reform, trade and a promise to take care of problems at home with
money now spent abroad. Congressional Democrats, who have the first
crack at Bush's promises when they become legislation, also said the flurry
of proposals belied his three-year White House record. Sounding the overall
Democratic critique was House Speaker Thomas Foley, D-Wash., who said
Democrats would dedicate the election year to helping the working and
middle classes.

A TURNING POINT IN THE NUCLEAR AGE
the

world's
WASHINGTON— President Bush's new plan for broader cuts in
most threatening nuclear arsenals marks a turning point in the atomic age.
For the first time, the United States — which invented nuclear weapons and
manufactured about 60,000 of them over four-plus decades — would be
building none. For the first time, too, neither the United States nor its
nuclear rival throughout the Cold War would have land-based missiles with
multiple warheads. And for the first time, the U.S. Navy would cut back its
strategic nuclear force.

NO NUKES IS GOOD NEWS

MOSCOW — President Boris Yeltsin announced today that Russia has
taken off alert about 600 strategic land- and sea-based nuclear missiles and
sharply curbed the production of long-range nuclear bombers. Russia also is
preparing to dismantle the launching systems aboard six nuclear submarines, Yeltsin said in a nationally televised address. "Nuclear weapons and
other mass destruction means of the world must be eliminated," Yeltsin
said. In his speech. Yeltsin announced that Russia has decided to:
.Stop production of TU-160 and TU-95MS heavy bombers.
.Stop production of long-range air-based and sea-based cruise missiles.
.Stop programs to design or modernize several types of long-range offensive nuclear weapons.
'Yeltsin also said that 130 land-based missile silos had been eliminated or
were being prepared for elimination.

State senator running
for Wendell Ford's seat
opposition to U.S. intervention in
the Persian Gulf, Williams said.
He also supports a constitutional
amendment to require a balanced
federal budget and fears the United
States could become "a secondrate nation" in the next decade if
its debt is not brought under control, Williams said.
"I do not fear Wendell Ford in
this campaign," he said. "There
are many issues on which Senator
Ford and I disagree, and I think it's
time the people of Kentucky had a
real choice." .
Williams' primary opponents
would be Philip Thompson, a former executive director of the Kentucky GOP and Kentucky Chamber
of Commerce, and Denny Ormerod
of Louisville, an abortion opponent
who previously ran for the Kentucky House.
Ford has amassed a SI million
campaign fund.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — It
has been the Republican version of
"Mission: Impossible" — scaring
up a challenger to Kentucky's Mr.
Democrat, U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford.
But not this year.
State Sett David Williams, one
of his party's young lions, plunged
into the race Tuesday. Williams, a
38-year-old lawyer from Burkesville, will have a Republican primary,
but his sights were on Ford.
"The incumbency of Wendell
Ford .., and the votes he's cast over
the last few years are exactly the
reason I'm running," Williams
said after filing candidacy papers at
the Capitol.
"I'm not taking anyone for
granted, and I will conduct an
active and vigorous primary campaign. But the focus throughout
will be on
this primary campaign
the incumbent," Williams said.
He planned to attack Ford's

PAGE 3A

Used Car Reductions
'91 Pontiac Sunbird
Convertible L.E.:
Auto., A/C, Windows,
Cassette, 14,000 miles
'89 Dodge Daytona:
White, A/C, local I
owner
'89 Dodge Dynasty L.E.:
V6, auto , loaded, power
seats, 37,000 miles

'89 Dodge Daytona
E.S.: Red, auto ,
AM/FM, wheels, clean
'89 Dodge Dynasty:
Black cherry, 1 -owner, V6, auto , A/C
'88 Dodge Colt: 4 door,
auto., A/C, AM/FM, 1 owner, silver.

•
AM/FM, 1 -owner, 50,000
miles

WASHINGTON — The economy dipped dangerously toward a renewed
downturn as 1991 ended, after appearing to emerge from the first recession
in a decade, economists say. But most analysts believe that although the
economy slowed appreciably in the fourth quarter, it did continue growing
weakly. "On a quarterly basis, the economy hung in there, but no better
than that," said economist Robert G. Dederick of the Northern Trust Co. in
Chicago. "Real gross domestic product should 'show virtually no change in
the fourth quarter," concurred Michael K. Evans of Evans Economics Inc., in
Washington. "Our latest tracking model estimate shows a minuscule gain of
0.2 percent."

'88 Mercury Cougar:
A/C, windows, locks
Sunroof, silver.

'88 Dodge Shadow: 2
door, auto., A/C, AM/FM,
blue, 47.000 miles

PALESTINIANS STAY AWAY AGAIN

MOSCOW — Palestinians stayed away from Arab-Israeli peace talks again
today but other parties went ahead with the broadest negotiations to date,
aiming to build trust by tackling contentious regional issues. If nothing else,
the two-day Moscow conference represents a symbolic leap forward for the
U.S.-brokered peace process that began with a ceremonial Madrid conference in October. The Palestinians have sought to broaden their representation in the talks by bringing delegates from Jerusalem and countries beyond
Israeli rule. But the American and Russian co-sponsors have backed up
Israel's insistence that only delegates from the occupied West Bank and
Gaza Strip may take part. "There were lots of contacts yesterday but the
situation has not changed," said Palestinian delegate Saeb Erakat. "They
have not accepted our delegation and we are not going to the talks.'

'87 Buick Park Ave.:
White, completely loaded,
leather, 67,000 miles

Used Truck & Van Reductions
Was $6,995

'91 Chevy S-10: Red, 5
speed, A/C AM/FM,
26,000 miles Local truck.

FLORIDA LEADS WAY IN 'HEALTHY KIDS'

TALLAHASSEE, Fla. — Thousands of uninsured youngsters in Florida will
get everything from checkups to shots under a government-subsidized program of comprehensive, affordable health coverage offered through their
schools. Organizers said the experimental federal-state program is the first
in the nation. Under the Healthy Kids plan, which begins next month in Volusia County, uninsured students from 5 to 19 will receive group coverage
through their schools. Besides regular checkups and immunizations, the
coverage includes hospitalization, outpatient care, prescriptions and eyeglasses. "We want the kids to be able to see the chalkboard and hear the
teacher," said Rose Naff, executive director of the Florida Healthy Kids
Corp., a non-profit corporation the state founded two years ago to set up the
project.

Lighten up' And enhance your
look Snarnpoo and styling

windows, locks, wheels

Sale price effechee through Sat.,

February 1 Percentage on
represents savants on regular
prices.

auto , A/C, AM/FM, 2 tone
blue

JCPenney Company Inc

'6 750

Now _ 5

'89 Dodge Dakota L.E.:

Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8
Thursday & Friday 9-8
Saturday 9-6, Sunday 1-5

1992.

Was $7,995

'89 Dodge Dakota: V-6,

nney
JCPe
Styling Salon

MANILA, Philippines — Imelda Marcos was arrested today for allegedly
keeping unauthorized foreign bank accounts and called the move part of a
harassment campaign to deter her from running for president. "I think this
will just strengthen my candidacy," said the widow of President Ferdinand
Marcos, looking irritated as she waited at the police station for her lawyers
to post bail. She was freed after posting $1,132 bond. Mrs. Marcos was
arrested hours after pleading innocent to four other criminal charges filed by
the government of President Corazon Aquino, who rode to power the 1986
popular uprising that forced the Marcoses into exile.

'5 950

Now _

'90 Chevrolet C1500
Sport: Black, V-6, A/C,

COLOR HIGHLIGHTS

IMELDA MAFtCOS ARRESTED

LWB, V-6, auto., A/C,
windows, locks, tilt,
cruise, 2-tone.

No Appointment Necessary
Or Call 759-9811

Was $8,995

'88 Ford F-150 XLT
Lariat: Club cab, V-8
auto , completely loaded,
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'88 Chrysler Lebaron
GTS: Auto., A/C,

DANGEROUS DIP TO A DOWNTURN

Mairay Ledger & Times

rimEs

No.'7,350

black

FREE PROSTATE CANCER SCREENING

—.0101111

'88 Plymouth Voyager
SE.: V-6, 7 passenger,
A/C, white with
wbodgrain.

Was $8,995

'88 Dodge Caravan SE:

A Special Health Service For Men
Prostate Cancer
vrevimPrIMIIMMIMM.
A most common cancer in men
A second leading cause of cancer death in men. ICALL TOLL FREE FOR
A symptoms are usually present in early stages.
A can be treated successfully
-- especially if detected early
Local:
753-0604
This is a quick, painless and free blood test.
In Kentucky:
1-800-599-9240
of State:
Out
SCREENING CONDUCTED BY APPOINTMENT DURING FEBRUARY.
1-800-755-1248

Silver, V-6 auto , A C, 7
passenger, local 1 -owner

0
3
'765

Now

APPOINTMENT

Th. Mammy l•••• • Timms (13PI 106 ICC)
The Murray Ledger & Tima is published
every afternoon except Sundays. July 4,
Thanksgiving Day, Christmas Day and New
Year's lbay by Murray Newspapers Inc , 1001
Whithell Dr. Murray, Ky 42071 Second Class
Postage Paid at Murray, Ky 42071
• • • •
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas already
$5(Xi pa month, payable in
carriers
served by
advance By moil in Calloway Co and to Ben
ton, Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington.
Ky , and to Pans, Buchanan and Puryear.
Tam $57 00 per year By mail ID other desti
nations $64.50 per year
• • • •
To reach all departrnenu of the newspaper.
phone 753-1916
• • • •
The Murray Ledger & Times Is a manba of
the Associated Presa, Kentucky Press Associa
eon and Southern Newspapers Publishers

<1.

Was $7,995

'87 Dodge D150 LE:
Black, V-8, auto., AC,
windows, locks, 1 -owner.

'5 850

Now _ 3

SPONSORED BY:
A Urology Associates-H.S. Jackson, Jr., M.D.
A Dianon Laboratories

Was $7,995

'87 Dodge D150 L.E.:
300 South 8th Street, Suite 107E
Murray, Kentucky 42071
502-753-0604
Call: Monday • Fnday, 9 a.m.-4 p.m.

Association
The Assoczated Press is exclusively enutled
to news originated by The Murray Ledga
Tunes

IWB, V-8. auto ,
AM/FM, 2 tone brown

'6 850

Now _ 3

'86 Ford Bronco ll XLT:
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'84 Ford Bronco ll XLT:
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AC, windows, locks, 2
tone brown

V-6, A/C, wheels,
cassette, local truck

3
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Was $7,995

'85 Chevrolet C-10
Silverado: V-8. auto

1
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LIME-A-WAY
BATHROOM
CLEANER

V-6, windows, locks,
cassette, 2 tone
red/white
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"Whatever it takes. we want to be your car and truck company."
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0
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Big Bill Bennett rides again

Miitrray Ledger & Times
WALTER L. APPERSON

DANIEL T. PARKER
managing Editor

TED DELANEY
General Manager
'Where there is no vision. the people perish.'
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS, INC

Letters to the Editor
On the effects of mercury poisoning

•

Dear Editor:
I have just finished the second of Mr. James Bob Gresharn's series of
articles entitled "Unmasking the Disaster Lobby" in The Paducah Sun. He
makes no bones about relegating the errors of concerned and dedicated
researchers of mercury contamination to the status of "scare mongers" and.
"wolf criers."
I would very much like to know if Gresham, from whatever omniscient
perch he sits, has really tried to ascertain the true significance of the
threat mercury poisoning imposes. If his architectural and engineering
training included cognizance of the difference between the inert metallic
element, mercury, and the deadly. organic methyl mercury compound that
can and does invade aquatic ecosystems with devastating effect, he gave
no indication of it in his article.
If Gresham really thinks that the earnest mercury concern of the 1970s
was of such minor consequence, he should, somehow, be compelled to
review again and again the documented film footage depicting the almost
indescribable agonies suffered by the people of Matsumoto. Japan, whose
principal diet was mercury-contaminated fish.
Moreover, it is wondered if the reason why "the scare went away" or
why "the radical environmentalists quit talking about mercury in fish"
could simply have been that the production of polyvinyl chlorides was
altered in ways to curtail excessive releases of mercury. Such would
doubtless have been achieved without fanfare, for who, in those critical
times, would have been expected to overtly admit to such discharges? The
fact remains that two superfund projects involving mercury remain yet to
be attended to and no one can truthfully state that the giant aquifer underlying the entire complex is no longer contaminated.
Gresham further mentioned with some degree of derision the 0.5 parts
per million limits on mercury releases. Could he possibly be informed that
such is merely a safety cap to protect us all before deadly and irreversible
levels of contamination can gain foothold, as in Japan?
The professor and students Gresham cites as investigating the wters of
Lake Si Clair were not on a "lark" but were earnest and dedicated scientists striving to avert an oncoming possible catastrophe such as had recently been demonstrated and was still on the minds of many people.
In closing, I feel compelled to iterate that environmental and industrial
harmony must be eventually achieved if both are to survive. Antagonisms
must be replaced by eventual even-handed, level-headed discussion,,compromise and cooperation before it is too late.
Hunter M. Hancock, former director of research, lower Tenn.
Rt. 2, Boc 80K, Buchanan, TN 38222

Dunng the eight years of his presidency, Itonald Reagan had some
A CONSERVATIVE VIEW
colorful/characters in his Cabinet. The
press dearly loved Alexander Haig at
State and Jim Watt at Interior, but the
one we loved most was Big Bill
Bennett, secretary of education. He
could always be counted on to stir up
Syndicated columnist
the animals.
Now Bennett has published a memoir of his years in the Washington
"They should know about subjects
combat zone. It is titled "The Devalu- task, friends, and family, personal
ing of America," with a subtitle: "The responsibility, love of country, and and predicates, about isosceles trianFight for Our Culture and Our Child- belief in the freedom to practice one's gles and ellipses. They should know
ren." Let me venture a confident faith. The explicit teaching of these where the Amazon flows, and what
prediction. The literati will do their values is the legacy of the common the First Amendment means. They
best to kill this book, as the saying school, and it is a legacy to which we should know about the Donner party
and slavery, and Shylock, Hercules,
goes, by damning it with faint praise. must return."
You will notice that Bennett is not and Abigail Adams, where Ethiopia
Or perhaps praising it with faint
talking about sex education, driver is, and why there was a Berlin Wall.
damns.
"They should know how a poem
This is much to important a work to education, brotherhood education,
be entrusted to the poodles of the left. consumer education, or any of the works how a plant works, and the
Here Bennett is raising the worn flags other trendy responsibilities that a meaning of 'If wishes were horses,
of virtue and excellence. He is calling buck-passing society has heaped upon beggars would ride.' They should
us back to old values. He is saying the teachers. What would Bennett know the place of the Milky Way and
DNA in the unfolding of the universe.
things that keenly need to be said have our children learn?
"Students should finish high school They should know about the constituabout what we have lost, and what we
knowing not just the 'method' or tional convention of 1787 and about
must regain.
Ours is a diverse nation. Bennett 'process' of science or history; they the conventions of good behavior.
delights in the diversity. He has no should actually know some science They should know what the Sistine
desire to take anything from the and history. They should know frac- Chapel looks like and what great
cultures of Hispanics, Asians, Aleuts tions and decimals, and percentages music sounds like ..."
Bennett is a classical scholar, a
and algebra and geometry. They
or blacks. He says:
"But there are values that all should know that for every action professor of philosophy, a lifelong
American citizens share and that we there is an equal and opposite reac- student of the humanities, but he
should want all American students to tion, and they should know who said 'I resembles none of the above. He has
know and to make their own: honesty, am the state' and who said 'I have a the rumpled look of a linebacker who
just got out of bed. He's so big you
fairness, self-discipline, fidelity to dream.'

James Kilpatrick

wouldn't trust him to wash good
china. His mind goes all the time.
I first met Bennett right after his
opening press conference as secretary
of education. That was when he was
asked about the reduction in federal
aid to college students. He said, yes,
that was in prospect - not for poor or
middle-income families, but for the
sons and daughters of the well-to-do.
For them, he said, "it may require
divestiture of certain sorts - stereo
diverstiture, automobile divestiture,
three-weeks-at-the-beach diverstilure. Tightening the belt can have the
function of focusing the mind."
It was like sneezing in a brooder
house. The instant commotion was a
pure delight. Sen. Robert Stafford
huffed and puff-cp. Albert Shanker,
head of the American Federation of
Teachers, called him a hatchet man.
The University of the Pacific withdrew a speaking invitation because of
his "insensitivity." The.Washington
Post's David Broder looked at Bennett
and saw "the earmarks of being a
disaster."
A few days later I went around to
make my manners, and found the
secretary as pleased as if he had just
bid and made a grand slam. I asked
him what he was up to, and he said he
hoped to make a difference. This book
will make a difference. Never mind
the brush-off reviews. Read it for
yourself.

Movie didn't tell the true story
Dear Editor:
Tuesday evening, Oliver Stone's movie "Born on the Fourth of July"
was on television. It is based on the biography of Vietnam veteran Ron
Kovic's life. During the last few days, a number of friends and acquaintances who know I served in Vietnam have asked me what I thought about
the motion picture. They wanted to know if Vietnam and the events
depicted in the movie were actually like that I'm glad they asked.
Stone has a penchant for twisting facts to his cinematic advantage. I
won't be so bold as to say he lies but he did mislead people watching this
particular movie. Unfortunately. Stone uses both personal emotions and
biases to distort the truth for some unknown reason. Is it to advance some
secret political agenda? I don't know what his problem is. He may have
been against the war or dissatisfied with his country's conduct during the
war or even unhappy with his service. Regardless of his personal feelings,
you don't make things up and insinuate they are true when they aren't.
This is what I'm talking about:
*Early in the movie Kovic's wrestling coach is depicted as a typical
mean Marine Corps drill instructor. In the book, the wrestling coach is
portrayed as a very canng person. When the former wrestling coach, Al
Bevilaqua, read the script at Stone's request, he refused to give Stone
permission to use his name because of the inaccuracies and false
impressions.
*Stone gives us guilt-ridden ex-Marine Ron Kovic who travels to Venus, Ga., home of the Marine Kovic thinks he killed in Vietnam, to tell the
family he mistakenly shot the young leatherneck. This entire episode isn't
even mentioned in Kovic's biography. You see, the truth is, there isn't a
Venus, Ga. There isn't a visit to a mourning family. In fact, Ron Kovic
now admits he never made such a pilgrimmage!
*Syracuse University is one of the more memorable scenes in the
movie. Kovic visits his high school sweetheart on campus who is one of
the leading anti-war activists and who is getting ready for a war protest at
the university. You know the scene. It's the one with good old Abbie
Hoffman (who plays himself) whipping up the anti-war sentiment at a
peace rally. Before you know it the police swarm in and assault the students, breaking up the demonstration and busting a few heads, including
Kovic's. It's funny, though, because this event isn't mentioned in Kovic's
"true" story. Do you know why? It never happened! The truth is that the
student protest on Syracuse University's campus ran its course without
any police interference. The police never set foot on campus property and,
for that matter, neither did Ron Kovic or Abbie Hoffman. They were never there.
*Let's not leave out the alleged roughing-up of Kovic by Secret Service
and Republican Convention security personnel. What's depicted in the
movie even got my ire up! The truth is quite different. Yes, Kovic was at
the convention but no, he wasn't thrown out like Stone shows the viewers.
He was escorted courteously out of the building through a side door.
Stone should know that when you imply use of a biography and relate
to history things either happened or they didn't. In this case, most of the
things Stone and Kovic say happened couldn't be farther from the truth.
It's unfortunate so many people were watching the other night, and now
have a warped sense of the truth. Maybe by reading this we'll get some
things straightened out.
Chuck Ward
Ri 7, Box 792-B, Murray
Mr. Ward.. Thank you for your letter. I'd like to add that, when questioned
about the factual content of his latest film. "IFK," Stone defensively
replied that since he had grown up hearing lies about Kennedy's assassination, it was all right to lie about it now. His actual statement is forgotten, but it was something like "maybe by telling two lies, we can get to
the truth."
1 do not know what the truth is about Kennedy's killing, about
Vietnam. about the Doors, about Wall Street, or any of the other movies
Stone has made, but I'm beginning to get a glimpse of the truth about
Oliver Stone: He does not seem to be as concerned with telling the true
story as he is about telling a "good" story. In other words, he is a slick
Hollywood film maker who knows how to make money by taking history
and turning it into fiction
Daniel T. Parker

The shoefit, but no pinch
(ATTENTION EDITORS.. Mike
Royko is on vacation. In his absence,
we are printing some of his favorite
coliunn.s. This column was originally
published on Aug. 28, 1970.)
Somewhere on the West Side of
Chicago there is a young man who has
to be one of the world's least competent purse snatchers.
A few days ago, he selected as his
victim Mrs. Irene Newsome, who was
walking on Damen near Madison in
broad daylight
I. will give him credit for picking a
likely vietim. Little old ladies are the
best people to snatch purses from and
Mrs. Newsome is a genuine little old
lady. She's almost 70, stand 4 feet 11
inches and weighs about a hundred
pounds.
Mrs. Newsome, who had car trouble, was walking toward a service
station to get help when the purse
snatcher jumped out of an alley and
grabbed her purse.
Then he started running back down
the alley. But he couldn't run fast
because Mrs. Newsome steamed,
hanging on with both hands.
Being a purse snatcher, he couldn't
very well let go of a pruse, so he just
kept going, dragging the screaming
Mrs. Newsome along the ground.

After they traveled half a block this that cost at least that much, Mrs.
Newsom had the satisfaction of
way, Mrs. Newsome lost her grip on
knowing the thief had not profited.
the purse, but then she grabbed him by
As they waited for a police car, a
one of his legs.
So they went on that way for young man came walking up the street
several yards, the thief dragging the in his stockinged feet, carrying the
screaming Mrs. Newsome along by other shoe.
He went right up to Mrs. Newsome
his leg.
Then Mrs. Newsome's grip slipped and said: "Give me my shoe."
She said: "I'll give you your shoe if
and she only had him by the ankle. But
give me my purse."
you
he kept going.
"I didn't take your purse," the man
And suddenly,she was sitting there
holding one empty shoe in her hand, said.
"If you didn't take my purse, how
while the purse snatcher limped around a bend in the alley and disap- did I get your shoe?" Mrs. Newsome
answered.
peared.
The young man then proved that he
Her screams drew some people and
they helped her to her feet and out of was an even worse storyteller than a
purse snatcher.
the alley.
He said he had loaned his shoes to a
Newsome
Mrs.
purse,"
my
got
"He
friend for the day, and that the
needy
said, "but I got his shoe."
only one shoe, saying
returned
friend
her
Since there was only $10 in
prusc, and the shoe was from a pair that an old lady had stolen the other

"Do you expect me to believe that?"
asked Mrs. Newsome, holding the
shoe behind her back.
The young man started jumping
around angrily, but several men from
the neighborhood kept him away from
Mrs. Newsome. And that was when
the squad car arrived.
Police looked down the alley and
found the purse, with most of her
cards and papers intact, but the $10
gone.
They started to lead the man toward
the squad car.
"Do you identify him as the person
who took your purse?" they asked Mrs
Newsome.
She had to admit that she couldn'L
"No, I never really saw his face. All I
saw were his feet and legs."
That wasn't enough, the policeman
said. A man can't be identified by his
feet.
"But I have his shoe," Mrs. Newsome said.
That wasn't enough evidence, the
policemen said, and they even made
Mrs. Newsome give back the shoe.
As I said, he was remarkably
incompetent. But he got away with it.
In Chicago, you don't need much skill,
just so long as you try hard and are
crooked enough.

World Editorial Roundup
Jan. 10; Charleston (W.Va.) Daily Mail on health care:
Rising health care costs have spawned a Democratic "cure" that is
worse than the ailment. It looks like another excuse to further expand
government
The Democrats' "pay or play" plan has a catchy slogan and a
multibillion-dollar price tag. Read their lips: More new taxes.
The proposal is this: Employers would be required to provide health
insurance for all their employees and their dependents or else pay a tax
for a government health insurance system to be run by the same folks who
gave you HUD.
An independent study commissioned by the U.S. Department of Labor
indicates just how expensive pay or play will be.
what
The initial tax would be 7 percent of an employee's pay, roughly
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Social Security taxes now run. This would raise a cool $30 billion a year.
But even that would not be enough to pay for the program; another $36
billion in taxes a year would be needed.
Under pay or play, some 52 million people would lose their health
insurance, as employers would find paying the tax cheaper than paying
insurance premiums.
The plan would wind up covering 112 million people — or half the
people under 65. It would be three times larger than Medicare. .
Rather than create a medical Pentagon, the government should encourage the private sector to work out a solution. President Bush's call for tax
incentives for providing health coverage for workers is better than placing
everyone's health in the hands of Congress.
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MURRAY TODAY
CALENDAR
JO'S DATEBOOK

Wednesday, Jan. 29
Overeaters Anonymous/Ellis

Jo. Burkeen
Murray Today editor

Center/beginners/5:15 p.m. and
regular/5:30 p.m.
Lecture about Africa/5:30
p.m./Ohio Room, Curris Center,
Murray State University. Admission free.

The High School Youth of St. Leo's Catholic Church will sponsor a
Valentine's dinner on Saturday, Feb. 1, at the Knights of Columbus Hall
on Squire Hale Road. The dinner will be at 7 p.m. The High School
Youth will be decorating the hall, making the salad and serving the meal.
Bernard Seyer, a parishioner, will make the spaghetti sauce. After the dinner there will be time for dancing. Adults are asked to being their own
tapes. Sr. Mary Anne will bring some polka music. The cost for the dinner will be a donation to SL Leo's Youth Fund.

Elm Grove Baptist Church events
include Mid-Week Bible Study,
RAs, GAs, Acteens and Mission
Friends/7 p.m.

The Murray High School Class of 1982 will have a 10-year class reunion
meeting on Tuesday, Feb. 4, at 6 p.m. at Pagliai's Restaurant, 502 Main St.,
Murray. Anyone interested in helping plan this special occasion is encouraged to attend. For further information call Sharlisa Ford Smotherman,
435-4303, or Shannon Bartlett Cohoon, 436-5217.

First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer
Group/10 a.m.; Bell Choir/4 p.m.;
Youth Choir/5 p.m.; Chancel
Choirf1:30 p.m.

Oaks Bridge to be Feb. 8
Couples Bridge at Oaks Country Club has been changed from Saturday.
Feb. 1, to Saturday, Feb. 8, for this time only. A.R. and Melva Hatcher will
be hosts for play on Feb. 8 at 7:30 p.m. at the Oaks club house.

Grace Baptist Church events
include Youth Choir/6:I5 p.m.;
Children's Clubs and Youth, College and Adult Bible Studyn p.m.;
Weekly Workers/8 p.m.
(Con1'd on page 8A)

24-11our Program lnformanon
(502) 753-3314

Professional Real Estate

Camp meeting planned Feb. 4

Girls Scouts selling cookies

First Baptist Church events
include Bible Study/9:30 a.m.; Fellowship Supper/5:30 p.m.; Library
open/6:15 p.m.; Prayer Meeting,
Klaymata and Children's
Choirs/6:30 p.m.; Sanctuary
Choir/1:45 p.m.

St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Food Coop orders due;
CRS, Newman House/6 p.m.; Communion service/6:30 p.m.; High
School PSR Activityn p.m.

MHS Class of 1982 will meet

Prospective campers at the state's Easter Seal camp and their parents
are invited to an informational meeting on Tuesday, Feb. 4, at 4:30 p.m. at
the West Kentucky Easter Seal Center, 2229 Mildred St., Paducah. Heide
Miller, direcdtor of Camp Kysoc, will present a video on the camp and information on the application process and scholarships. Camp Kysoc will offer
four 12-day resident sessions this summer: multiple handicapped, physical
disabilities, mental/developmental disabilities, and learning/behavior
disordered.

Wednesday, Jan. 29

Kiki Karvounis and
Bill Mazas to marry

HOME
of the

Karvounis and Mazas
engagement announced

Kentuckiana Girl Scouts are now taking orders for the 1992 Cookie Sale.
Cookie lovers may select from seven varieties including the new Golden Nut
Cluster. The cost of the cookies will be $2.50 per box. Deliveries and booth
sales will be March 6 through March 22. This year's cookie sale theme, 'In
Tune," was designed by Little Brownie Bakers of Louisville who bake over
one half of the Girl Scout cookies nationwide.

Special reunion planned
The second reunion of the 9th Phot Tech Squadron, activated Oklahoma
City 1944-Served Guam 1945-46, will be April 3-5 in Nashville, Tenn. For
more details contact D.K.(Pete) Whitt, 19820 Island Parkway East, Sumner,
Wash. 98390, phone 1-206-862-3041, or Evan Baugh, 319 E. South St.,
Linden, Ind., 47955, phone 1-317-339-7959.

Spring Conference planned
The American Society for Quality Control Annual Spring Conference will
be Friday and Saturday, March 13 and 14, at Kenlake State Park. One
speaker will be featured on Friday and three speakers on Saturday. For
more information call 1-901-642-5582.

MONTH
$89,500.

Mr. and Mrs. Tom Karvounis of Murray announce the engagement of
their daughter, Kiki Karvounis of Clearwater, Fla., to Bill Mazas of Isle
of Corfu, Greece.
The announcement was made during an engagement party on New
Year's Eve in Clearwater, Ha., by the parents of the bride-elect and the
parents of the groom-elect, Mr. and Mrs. Vasilis Mazas of Clearwater.
Miss Karvounis is a graduate of Murray High School and of the Bauder
Fashion College of Atlanta, Ga. She has been employed in the retail clothing industry since graduating from college.
Mr. Mazas is a graduate of Clearwater High School. He holds the B.A.
in Hotel Management from a Swiss university. He is presently employed
as the general manager of the Regency Hotel, Isle of Corfu, Greece, a part
of the Mazas family business holdings.
Plans for the wedding are not finalized at this time. A formal engagement ceremony is planned in June at Corfu, Greece.

*turn cas
Hwy. 641N. • 753-4141

•Kids 10 & Under Eat FREE
Every Mon. thru Wed.
•Farm Raised Catfish
Special - 1/2 Order $4.99
*Th/Fri./Sat. Seafood
Buffet $8.99

Open 4 p m
Yon Fn

Auxiliary zvelcomes new member

Ross Insurance Agency

Commodities given Thursday

( jr)

Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage

Commodities will be distributed on Thursday, Jan. 30, from 8 a.m. to 3:30
p.m. at the Calloway County Road Department on East Sycamore Street,
Murray. Baskets or other carrying containers should be brought for use in
taking items home. Anyone picking up commodities for another person must
havea note signed by that person. The USDA Emergency Food Assistance
Program is available to all eligible recipients regardless of race, color,
national origin, age, sex or handicap.

MIAMI INDIAN
GO
BIN
Mayfield
ay
715 E. Broadw

Calloway County Public Library is holding a special book sale at the
library. Funds will be used to buy large print materials to add to the library
selection of books. Hardback books are selling for 50 cents each and paperback books and magazines are selling for 10 cents each, according to Ben
Graves, library director. The sale started Jan. 10 and will continue through
Friday, Feb. 14. Hours of the library are 9 a.m. to 8 p.m., Monday through
Friday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Saturday, and 1 to 5 p.m., Sunday.

The Christian Women's Fellowship of First Christian Church will sponsor
church. This
a 'Sweetheart Dinner' on Sunday, Feb. 9, at 5:30 p.m. at the
cost will be
The
family.
entire
the
for
is
and
CWF
for
fundraiser
a
is
dinner
is set up
poster
sign-up
A
age.
of
years
12
children
$4 for adults and $2 for
in the sanotuary. Reservations are needed.

Dr. Doran will be honored
at Freed-Hardeman
Dr. Adron Doran will be honored at a special program
will be at 445
banquet
A
2.
Feb.
Monday,
on
Tenn.,
University, Henderson,
and may be
each
$7
are
tickets
Banquet
there.
p.m. in Bader Gymnasium
38340.
TN
Henderson,
purchased by writing Box 11, FHU,

Cheerleading Clinic Saturday
County
The Third Annual Cheerleading Clinic, sponsored by Calloway to 12
a.m.
High School Cheerleaders, will be Saturday, Feb. 1, from 8:30through the
noon in the CCHS cafeteria. This will be for girls in kindergarten
registration fee
fifth grade. Registration will be from 8:30 to 9 a.m, with the
on Saturgames
Alumni
the
at
perform
will
group
being $10 per person. The
sponsor.
day, Feb. 1, according to Kathy Jo Stubblefield, cheerleading

Senior Adult Trip planned
Senior Adult Fellowship of First United Methodist Church is planning a trip
to the Tulip Festival at Holland, Mich. The group will leave Tuesday morning, May 12, and return Friday night, May 15. The cost will be $244 per
person which includes transportation, hotel, one lunch, one dinner, the parade, a trip to the Wooden Shoe Factory, Lawrence Welk's Show, a trip to the
Dutch Village and the Holland Dancers. Reservations may be made at the
church office and a $50 deposit per person will be needed.

Fisher-Price reunion planned
The Fifth Annual Fisher-Price Snowbird Reunion will be held Saturday,
Feb. 15, at 12 noon at the Alice Hall Community Center, Zephyr Park,
Zephryhills, Fla. At its meeting last year, the group voted to have a picnic
style lunch instead of a banquet type luncheon. Each one is to bring a salad
or dessert. The committee will provide meat, bread and beverages with the
cost being $5 per person No alcohol is permitted on city property. Reservations with a check made payable to Ken Klotz, along with a reservation
form, should be mailed to Ken Klotz, 37726 Alissa Dr., Zephyrhills, FL
33541. These should be received by Saturday, Feb. 1. Hotel rooms are
available at Masters Inn there with the toll-free number being
1-800-633-3434, and mention with Fisher-Price group for special rate. Any
one who ever worked at Fisher-Price is invited to attend. For information call
Klotz at 1-813-788-374.

753-0489

6th & Main

Library holding book sale

CWF dinner planned Feb. 9

/
•
Hal Nance - Broker
(502) 759-1591

Beautiful home on two lots - 3 or 4
bedrooms -2 car garage, central gas
hesllalr, 24x24 workshop. Only

Every Thursday-Friday-Saturday & Monday
DOORS OPEN 5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M.

Early Birds At 6:30
* Call About Weekly Specials *

Jan Doan conducted the induction service for new member, Ann Herane Johnson, left, at a recent meeting of Amvets Auxiliary Post 45 at
Paris Landing, Tenn. The Auxiliary will meet Sunday, Feb. 2, at 2
p.m. at the post home. Ladies are to being vegetables and/or desserts.
The Mexican Fiesta Fundraiser will be Saturday, Feb. 15, from 6 to 8
p.m. The price will be $7 per person. A contest will be held for the
best dressed and best dancer, according to Gloria Green, public relations officer.

247-8537
10 Minute 011 Change

Academic Camp planned
LEXINGTON, Ky. -,-- Transylvania University will sponsor its
10th annual Academic Camp with
Computer Emphasis this summer
on the Transylvania campus in
Lexington.
A session for 8th, 9th and 10th
grade students is scheduled for
June 7-12. Students in the 10th,
11th and 12th grades would attend
the June 14-19 session.
The camp will provide students
with an opportunity to receive
training in computers along with
other academic areas. It is designed
for both beginning and advanced
students.
The camp will also offer a session on problem solving as prepa-

R
- AE

ration for standardized exams like
the ACT and SAT.
Tuition is $250 and covers all
materials, on-campus housing and
three meals daily. Enrollment for
each camp is limited to 50 students. In order to be assured a spot,
students are encouraged to enroll as
early as possible.
Students must have at least a
"B" average and be recommended
by a high school teacher or
counselor.
For more information, contact
Dr. James Miller, director,
Academic Camp, Transylvania
University, Lexington, KY 40508,
or call 1-606-233-8155 or
1-606-233-8228.

•Frl 86 p

(502) 759-1529

•

the

Murray Ledger & Times
To subscribe to the Murray Ledger & Times,
fill in the blank below and mail it with your
check to:
Murray Ledger & Times

P.O. Box 1040
Muril'ay, KY 42071
Attn. Circulation Dept.

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

0 All Home Delivery in Murray and Calloway
and adjoining Counties $57.00 per year.

For Your Convenience Now Offers

Li All other subscribers $64.50 per year.

UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday - Friday
Ship Weekly & Save money

16th at Chestnut
Five Points

•S)t 8.4 p

,‘

NEme
Address
City
Zip

UPS

%1-11: 9 a.m.. X p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.- 7 p.m. Sun 1-5 p.m.
753-2380
Olympic Plaza
Hwy 641
•

State
Phone (

)
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1/2 c. reduced-calorie catsup
Dash of hot sauce
2 Tbs. fresh rosemary, chopped
or 1 Tbs. dried, chopped
24 unpeelecl jumbo fresh shrimp
4-8 inch wooden skewers
1 lemon, cut into wedges
In non stick skillet, saute onion
in olive oil over high heat. Remove
skillet from heat, add brown sugar,
mustard, garlic powder, vinegar,
catsup, hot sauce and rosemary, stri
until well blended. Let stand 2-3
hours. Peel and devein shrimp,
place in shallow dish, pour marinade over shrimp, coating both
sides. Cover and chill 1 hour. Soak

skewers in water at least 30
minutes. Thread tail and neck of
six shrimp onto each skewer so that
shrimp lit flat, grill over med-hot
coals 3-4 minutes on each side or
until shrimp are pink. Squeeze
lemon over shrimp and serve. (4
servings, 156 calories each. 2.6
grams fat)
• • • •
Pork Tenderloin
with Orange Marmalade
11/2 Tbs. coarse gramme! mustard
1 clove garlic minced
1/4 tsp, dried whole rosemary

He4a4t.

"Where the price and service
makes the pill easier to swallow. -

A recent long line at the super- ley. (about 295 calories and 213
milligrams sodium per 1 c. serving)
market check out aisle has made
• • • •
rat'
me aware that our eating habits
Shrimp
Barbecued
a
by
really are changing. Stalled
2 teas. olive oil
price check. I looked around, hop1/4 c. diced onion
753-4175
ing to see an acquaintance I could
Glendale at WhItnell
sugar
brown
9-5:30
Tbs.
1
Sat.
whine
9-7;
probably
-Fri.
(and
with
Mon.
chat
Hours:
1 Tbs. dry mustard
about the wait) dunng this unex1/4 tsp. garlic powder
pected time-out. Only patient stran(Cont'd on Page 7A)
1 Tbs. white vinegar
gers all around. The next minute or
two, I discreetly (so as not to be
observed) read the headlines on
those horrendous tabloids that I
wouldn't be caught dead buying.
(Nothing new, just the usual
98-year-old Siamese twins, giving
birth to the world's largest baby
while water skiing).
I suddenly was aware of the
mountainous mound of groceries
rolling to a stop behind me. The
*We Accept US Govt.
wagonload of supplies, seemingly a
week's quota for a large family,
Food Stamps and
wasn't the customary hoard of
WIC Vouchers
potato chips, cookies, soda pop and
ice cream. Fruit juice and sparkling
Bel-Air Shopping Center, South 12th Street, Murray
FARM
water were in evidence with only
PRICE5
one 2 liter bottle of a caffeine-free
soda nestled close by. No 'stick to
the roof of your mouth white
bread, either, but several loaves of
a whole grain variety.
•• -1
Two big boxes of oatmeal
REG., LIGHT OR FRE
looked to replace the preVISTA SALTINE
sweetened cereal one could possibKRAFT
ly have expected. Apples, carrots
or
E
and raisins appeared ready to
replace the higher fat snack supMushr;or
plies, and several low fat, low salt
t:210vietc.1
QT.
seen
also
were
items
and sugar-free
1002. LIR RE!
JAR
peeping around the edges of the
WITH ONE FILLED
WrIll ONE num
broccoli.
'nye on maxi)
CASH OR
SHOPPERS
OR
CASH
SHOPPERS
waitother
the
scanning
Quickly
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD
CARD
SMART
SHOPPER
SMART SHOPPER CARD
ing buggies, I realized nearly
J
everyone had at least one. 'healthier' alternative among their purchases, myself included.
fil1/2711484
I've always been one to avoid
auvielliP‘
very greasy food. It just seems to
clog my throat, or at the very least,
•
cause a queasy stomach. Lately.
NRAPT
I've become very aware of the salt
AMERICAN
WRAPPED
FREE,
rJUTEDIE
PEPSI.
DIET
content in most foods, too. Haying
PEPPER,
7-UP, MT.
cut back on our salt consumption, I
CRUSH 1111 BARN
now find some pre-packaged items
_.11111k.
Pablo .
so salty, I can't stand to taste them.
•
to
comes
that
One particular item
mind is tomato sauce. I've had
SINGLES
401•111‘411
some that was so salty it could be
12 PA.
•
110•01E ill
used for a deer lick.
12 OZ.
Some way I steer us towards
healthier meals is by using a nonstick pan to saute my vegetables
and meats. I use very little oil and
try to avoid cooking sprays, too (I
.4-2211M_
find they have an unpleasant afterran.
CAPTEDIE
PEPSI,
DIET
taste that can ruin some delicate
7-UP, KT. SEW. II. PEPPER,
dishes and they spray over everything, making a mess AND they
j .•.• ,...,,,....,
are aerosols, which harm the enviow.
'"4"uorunniusu
ronment!) I find that a teaspoon or
4/111k
two of oil, rotated in a hot skillet
Nips,
does as well as a costly spray.
4101 1141.1
.
I don't salt anything until after
all the spices and flavorings are
added to a dish, and it is almost
•••••
ready to serve. Sometimes it
011
0
Lastly
at
all.
salt
any
need
doesn't
_
TLAI
PRIDE OF ILLINOIS
-4.1morw
CHUNN LIGHT
(for now) I generally cut the
loss.
recipe
amount of fat called for in a
PRIDE
in half. unless I realize the final
STAR EST
outcome is dependent upon the fat
Macaroni
& Cheese
content.
Dinner
As well as amending recipes. I
CAN
OIL
111/.
11•112,".•
find I'm reading food labels more
V PRIDE
carefully, and selecting the healthiest choice available. Obviously,
I'm not alone as it seems each
"'en Beans
WEI
week another 'lite or 'no-salt'
item appears on the grocery shelves
WITS Oil MAI
and filling the carts of those of us
SINIPPOS CAM CARIB
patiently waiting in the check out
lines.
I'm often asked to include some
low -fat, low -cholesterol, and/or
MIME
Voss
low -salt recipes among my weekly
selections, so true to my word, here
are some delicious, healthy dishes
for you to try.
oz. or)/
"vtly
,
'
L47
• • • •
•
White Wine Stew
(MOW
21/4 lb. lean boneless round
steak, trimmed and cut into 1-inch
cubes
ALL MEAT
2 teas. vegetable oil
•<21>
2 large onions, diced
1 large green pepper, diced
... ..

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

Storey's

Home Owned 8
Home Operated

Food Giant

*We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities

FRESII
'A'
MBE MEDIUM

EGGS

CAMPBELL'S
CREAM MUSHROOM
SOUP

LIMIT TWO PLEASE

CRACKERS

MIRACLE WHIP

39

1 LB.
BOX

4
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FOODIJUID
TOMATO JUICE

CRISCO OR
PURITAN OIL
4802. $199
BOWLS

48 OZ. 1

Star-Kist

EL
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hib

CV? CREEl BEAIS
'. PEAS,
011 Wilf1181E011EINEL COP

TUNA

411,

BUGLES
CORN SNACKS

hilicAlt0NI
ESE •
CHE
oz. sox
I:

99C

BENCO
GREAT NORTHERN
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18 OZ. BAG

J111.0•
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LILIES S
COFFEE

friln&S

CAN

•:44

DISH LIQUID

SOFT DRINKS

..99c

122 0
P12.
1. $199
CMS

(

111-RITE
PAPER TOWELS

1 lb. carrots, cleaned and sliced
3 stalks celery, cut into 1 -inch
pieces
2 c. light Chablis
2 c. water
1 tsp. dried whole rosemary
1 tsp. dried whole basil
1 tsp dried whole thyme
Fresh ground pepper to taste
2 Tbs. cornstarch
1/2 c. cold water
Minced parsley
Saute steak cubes in Dutch oven
in vegetable oil, add onion and
pepper. cook, stirring often (add
1-2 Tbs. water if necessary, to keep
from sticking), until vegetables are
tender. Add next 8 ingredients.
bring to boil, lower heat and simmer 1 hour and 15 minutes. Combine cornstarch and 1/4 c. water,
mix well. stir into stew. Cook over
medium heat.- stirring constantly
until thickened. Garnish with pars-

Mir

.59c

,
MEP

AIM/

AizzurgarZEIL
Velveeta
HER. 011 LICIT
KRAFT

•••S 7•1,••
•
•
•
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$171

KRAFT
GRAPE JELLY
9129
32 AZ.

.01

BOLOGNA

Ls.

'45

BRYAN
ROAST BEEF.Le.

se140
,&°

(
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SOLDER ROD

BABY SWISS-LI

SOUR CREAM
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Taw 19°) 49
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PROPERTIES, LTD.

BOB HALEY
BOB PERRIN
PAUL DAILEY
489-2266
753-3509
763-8702
753-SOLD
•
MURRAY
•
BEL-AIR CENTER

PETS OF THE WEEK — These four animals are available for adoption at Animal Shelter, East Sycamore Street off South Fourth Street,
operated by The Humane Sotiety of Calloway County. They are, from left, "Cricket," a female Terrier-Dachshund mix; "Skittles," a male
apricot Poodle; "Ace," a spayed female black and white cat; and "Squeekers," a neutered male small Collie mix. Animals who do not find
homes must be destroyed. Hours of the shelter, open to the public, are 12:30 to 5 p.m., Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and 1 to 4 p.m.,
Saturday. The Humane Society is a member of United Way of Murray and Calloway County. For information call 759.4141.

Shedd taking
applications

-DOUBLE COUPONS
NOW AT STOREY'S
FOOD GIANT
Double your money back on
all manufacturer $ coupons,
up to SOC. Restrictions
apply. See store for more
details.

-DOUBLE COUPONS-

CE

BRYAN WHOLE
BONELESS CENTER PIECE
puny

`Richtex

MARGARINE

CHUNK STAR KIST

-*

TUNA
IF/a OZ.
CAN

faithE

IN OIL 011 WATER
WITH ONE nue°
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

LDD Clinic
is scheduled

BONELESS sorrom

ROUND
STEAK
2°
ON-COR

COOK'S

CHICKEN NIBBLERS..LB.

HAM STEAKS
ILLSHIRE

TURKEY SAUSAGE
COOK'S ROW 1/2

HAM

The Shedd Tutorial Program of
Mayfield is now accepting applications for students, ages 6-18, plus
adults, for enrollment.
It is also making appointments
for student screenings to determine
if the student demonstrates the
characteristics of dyslexia, hyperkinesis, learning disabilities and/or
ADD.
Parent-Child tutoring programs
are presently operating in Kentucky
in Paducah, Mayfield, Calvert City,
Ballard County, Union County and
Henderson. Programs in Tennessee
are in Camden and Paris.
The students who are accepted
are basically average to bright
children who show problems with
some of the following areas: reading, comprehension, organizing
work, attention span, distractability, motivation, reversals, spelling
and writing. They may be passing,
but working far below their
potential.
For further information or to
make an appointment contact Miss
Debbie Taylor, c/o Shedd Tutorial
Program, 346 Central Ave., P.O.
Box 493, Mayfield, KY 42066 or
call 1-247-8007.

OHSE BUFFALO STYLE

FIELD'S OLD FASHION

SAUSAGE

WINGS

LB.

LB.

TENDERBEST
COOKED HAM

OHSE CHICKEN

FRIED PAITIES

BONELESS TENDERIZED

BOTTOM
ROD
STEAK

A Learning and Developmental
Disorders (LDD) Spring Clinic —
Basic Skills Remediation Clinic
will be from Feb. 3 to May 1 at
Special Education Building, Murray State University.
The clinic will be from 3:30 to
4:45 p.m. on Monday and Wednesday or Tuesday and Thursday.
Client selection for the LDD
Spring Clinic will be based upon
the following priority listing of
criteria:
1. Individuals that are already in
special education and have IEPs
written;
2. Any student (1-12) previously
enrolled in the LDD Spring Clinic;
3. Any student (1-12) not succeeding in school.
The cost will be based on a sliding scale and is adjusted according
to family income.
For registration and/or additional
information, call Kathy Burnett at
762-2446.

1'1

Baker's...
(Cont'd from page 6A)
1/4 tsp. pepper
1-1 lb. pork tenderloin
1/4 c. low sugar orange marmalade, divided
2 tsp. vegetable oil
1/2 c. water
1/4 c. no salt added chicken
broth
Combine first four things, set
aside. Trim fat from tenderloin,
slice lengthwise, without cutting
completely through. Spread mustard mix in pocket, press gently to
close. Tie tenderloin securely with
heavy string at 2 inch intervals.
Spread 2 Tbs. orange marmalade
over tenderloin. Place tenderloin on
rack coated with vegetable oil
(wipe with oil). Place rack in broiler pan, add water to pan, baked at
325 for 40-45 minutes or until meat
thermometer reListers 160 degrees.
Combine remafFing 2 Tbs. marmalade and chicken broth in saucepan.
Cook 2-3 minutes or until thickened. Slice tenderloin, spoon sauce
over slices and serve. (4 servings,
161 calories per serving, 4.7 grams
fat)
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NDAR
CALE
(Coned from age 5A)
Wednesday, Jan. 29
Blood Drive/10 a.m.-6_p.m./Clirris
Center, Murray State University.

Wednesday, Jan. 29
of God Church
Assembly
First
events include prayer meeting/7
p.m.
305-A S. 12th St.
%etc to Dumpure.)
7.53-0959

31

Thursday, Jan.
Blood Drive/10 a.m.-6 p.m./Curris
University.
Center, Murray

First Christian Church events
include Evangelism Committee/12
noon/Pagliai's; Christian Family
Fellowship/5:15 p.m.; Chancel
Choir/7:15 p.m.

MURRAY
TODAY

State

Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital/Court
Square, Murray/8-11:30 a.m. and
12:30-3 p.m.

Memorial Baptist Church events
include prayer meeting, GAs and
RAs/7 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/8
p.m.

EARN
7.25%

Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m/for senior citizens' activities.

Thursday, Jan. 30
Support Group for Rape
Victims/12:30 p.m./Room 201,
Ordway Hall, Murray State University. Info/762-6851 or 762-3016.
Murray High School Lady Tigers
host basketball team of Carlisle
County.
Calloway County High School
Lady Lakers play basketball game
at Ballard Memorial.
Campus Lights 1992/8
p.m./Lovett Auditorium, Murray
State University. Info/762-4288.

Bible Classes/7 p.m./Glendale
Road Church of Christ.

Weeks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.

Bible Classes7 p.m./University
Church ot Christ

Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./education unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1385.

Service of Memory/to honor loved
ones of Hugh L. HOUStOn Long
Term Care Unit, Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/2 p.m./education
unit of hospital. Reception follows
at unit. Info/762-1100.

Singles Friendship of Paris;
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau
Building, Paris. Info/Kennith
Broach, 753-3580.

Murray Area Council of International Reading Association/4
p.m./Room 341, Special Education
Building, Murray State University.
Info/762-6868 or 762-2500.

Narcotics Anonymous open
meeting/7 p.m./Parish Center, St.
Leo Catholic Church.

Dance/Ronny's Place/7-10 p.m.

Al.4"

TAX-DEFERRED ANNUITY
RATE GUARANTEED
ONE YEAR. Ear4 surrudder
charges apply.
($5.4mNi minimum

• Iv

roll

Ann Rayburn
bride-elect of
Randy Taylor
has made her
gift selections
from
Pier l's
Bridal Registry

••Lee

FARM
BUREAU
INSURANCE

Rated: A. (SUPER Mit )

Bob Cornelison

1111'1 i11111111'iS

753-4703

Ltrtivsnity Plato On Chestnut St

"Chocolat" international
film/7:30 p.m./Curris Center Theater, Murray State University.
Admission free.

Murray Kiwanis Club/6
p.m/Sirloin Stockade.

Young N Hearts of Glendale Road
Church of Christ/10:30 a.m.

Murray Rotary Club/12 noon/
Seven Seas Restaurant.

McEntire birth
occurs Jan. 22

St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Communion Service/9
Lm.; Legion of Mary/9:45 a.m.;
RCIA/7 p.m.

Tammy York

MURRAY TAILOR SHOP
Alterations of All Kinds

First United Methodist Church
events include Senior Adult
Exercise/9 a.m. and Adult
Exercise/5 p.m.

"Quality Work and
Reasonable Prices"
Pants Hemmed or Waist
94 Each

Monday-Friday
9 a.m.-5 p.m.

AA and Al-Anon closed
meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens
Center, Benton.

First Baptist Church events
include Mothers Day Out/9:30 a.m.

418 Main St. (Under Frame %image) 753-9981

Patrick Roy McEntire
Mr. and Mrs. Gary McEntire of
Rt. 1, Buchanan, Tenn., are the
parents of a son, Patrick Roy
McEntire, born on Wednesday, Jan.
22, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The baby weighed nine
pounds four ounces. The mother is
the former Kelly Jones. Paternal
grandparents are LaVern and Nola
McEntire of Macomb, Ill. Maternal
grandparents are Bob and Kay
Jones of Sarasota, Fla. A paternal
great-grandmother is Mrs. Dorothy
McEntire of Macomb, Ill.

Mr. and Mrs. James Elmer Kelly

Walter-Kelly vows said
Marlene Kay Walter and James
Elmer Kelly exchanged wedding
vows in a fall 3 p.m. ceremony at
St. John Vionney Church, Wyoming, Mich.
The bride is the daughter of
Francis and Shirley Walter of
Galesburg, Mich.
The groom is the son of Gerald
and Pamela Kelly of Murray.
Among the guests were the
groom's grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. G.L. Kelly Sr. of Jensen
Beach, Fla., and Mrs. Elmer Drushler of East Aurora, N.Y.
Fr. Jim Barko officiated at the
double ring ceremony.
The readings were by Kent
Southward, brother-in-law of the
bride, and the father of the groom.
Escorted by her father, the bride
wore an ivory satin full length
gown. The sabrina neckline was
detailed with lace, sequins and
drop pearls. The fitted full length
point sleeves were accented by full
length lace insets. A fitted waist
descended to a full plain circular
skirt with a chapel train. The bustle
was gathered in the back with a

satin ivory rose.
Her headpiece was an ivory bow
with three satin ivory roses with
netting that flowed to her waist.
She carried a bouquet created with
stems of stargazer lilies, stephanofis, red sweetheart roses, fern and
bear grass in a cascading style.
Anne Southward, sister of the
bride, served as matron of honor.
The other attendants were Jessica Walter, niece of the bride, Joann
Kelly, sister of the groom, and
Marie Southward, niece of the
bride as junior bridesmaid.
They wore two piece formal
suits of black damask accented
with ivory pearl strand necklaces.
They carried three long-stemmed
red sweetheart roses with baby's
breath and plumosus and detailed
with a red bow and streamers.

Fall & Winter Shoe

CLOSE-OUT
$10 $15 $20
Boots
FALL & WINTER DRESSES

TAKE AN EXTRA

NOVELTY & BASIC JEANS

COLORFUL BASIC SWEATERS
COORDINATES

50% OFF
19.99

REG. 16.99
TAKE AN EXTRA

NOVELTY QUILTED JACKETS

hack

50% OFF

50% OFF
50% OFF

TAKE AN EXTRA

(EARRINGS, NECKLACES, BRACELETS, RINGS & HAIR ACCESSORIES I
DENIM JACKETS, WOOL PANT COATS
REG. TO 89.99
& SKI JACKETS

FASHION HATS

16

Olympic Plaza
759-4795
Mon.-Sat. 9:30-8 p.m.,
Sunday 1-5 p.m.

REG. TO 49.9915.99

KNIT TOPS & BLOUSES
COSTUME JEWELRY

9.00

IT)loe

1/2 Off

Jerry Kelly III, brother of the
groom, was best man.
Groomsmen were Mike Stoddart
and Chuck Harrington. Scott Walter served as junior groomsman.
The ushers were Mike Lang and
Dave Wallace.
The groom wore a black tuxedo
with ivory bow tie and cummerbund. His boutonniere was five
stems of stephanotis.
The groomsmen and ushers wore
black tuxedoes with black bow ties
and cummerbunds. Each wore a
boutonniere of a single red rose
with greenery. The fathers were
similarly dressed.
The mothers of the couple wore
tea length dresses in shades of
pink. Their corsages were of carnations and lilies.
Following the wedding a dinnerdance reception was held in the
church hall.
The three-tiered cake was topped
with fresh flowers of lilies and
carnations.
After a honeymoon trip to Jamaica, the couple is residing at Kentwood, Mich.
The parents of the groom hosted
a rehearsal dinner.
Other bridal events included 'a
bridal shower given by the groom's
sisters in New York, and a personal
shower given by the bride's sister
in Michigan.
A dinner-dance celebration in
honor of the newlyweds was held
at the Knights of Columbus Hall on
Nov. 29 with the groom's family as
hosts.

.... TAKE AN EXTRA

39.00
50% OFF
40% OFF

SHOES, HANDBAGS & BELTS ... TAKE AN EXTRA

One of the Nations
Fastest Growing
Weight Loss Clinics

Per

eek

Includes Supplements
FR LE Comultation
I

vire%

L 1992

REG. TO 159.9979.00
FULL LENGTH WOOL COATS
LEATHER BOMBER JACKETS &
NOVELTY LEATHER JACKETS... REG. TO 239.99

99.00

'AU.ITEMS SUBJECT TO PRIOR SAUL

Central Shopping

Center - Murray Mon.-Sat. 10-8, Sun. 1-5 753-7991

1

•
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Students needed for ASSE program
family from Europe, Canada or
"Qualified high school students
New Zealand.
to
ty
opportuni
unique
a
offered
are
"ASSE families aboard are carespend an academic year or summer
screened to provide a caring
fully
Germany,
ia,
Scandinav
holiday in
nt in which students can
environme
France, Italy, Switzerland, Britain,
language and culture of
the
learn
Of
Zealand
Holland, Spain, New
country," explained
host
their
speakEnglish
or
(French
Canada
Culbert.
Internaing) as pan of the ASSE
Summer exchange students live
tional Student Exchange Program,"
a family abroad who usually
with
announced Andrea Culbert, Southsome English. Year students
speaks
ern Director of ASSE.
have learned a foreign
not
need
a
only
ago,
years
few
a
"Until
they receive language
as
language
spend
fortunate few could afford to
instruction as part of
cultural
and
abroad.
summer
or
a school year
program.
ASSE
the
Now, ASSE has changed all that,"
ASSE students attend regular
Culbert said.
school classes along with their
high
old,
years
18
to
15
Students,
teenage friends. "ASSE
new
qualify on the basis of academic
students learn by living
exchange
s
reference
character
performance,
of their
and a genuine desire to experience the language and culture
added.
Culbert
country,"
host
new
host
volunteer
life abroad with a

The non-profit, public benefit
ASSE International Student
Exchange Program is affiliated
with the national Swedish and Finnish Departments of Education, and
is approved by the New Zealand
Department of Education.
ASSE also provides international
opportunities for families to host
students front Scandinavia, Germany, France, Switzerland. Britain,
Italy, Holland, Spain, New Zealand, Canada and Japan. These
select students are 15 to 18 years
old and will attend the local school
for an academic year.
Students or families interested in
more information about the ASSE
call
should
program
1-800-473-0696 or Dwayne and
Katarina Wood at 1-658-3750.

FOOD STORES

Open Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m., Fri. 9 a.m.-8 p.m., Sun. Noon-6 p.m.
We Accept Food Stamps & WIC Vouchers
12th St. at Storey Ave.

Fruit Valley

Apple Juice
64 oz. $119

Green Bean
15y. oz

Fruit Valley

Wylwood

cranberry Juice Cocktail
$ 49

Tomato Sauce

McDougal receives baccalaureate degree
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — A student from Murray was awarded a
baccalaureate degree from David
Lipscomb University in December.
Natalie Gay McDougal was
awarded the bachelor of science
degree in dietetics, cum laude.
McDougal is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Gene McDougal of Rt. 2,
Box 286, Murray.
The Murrayan was among about
100 students receiving degrees
from Lipscomb during the 11:30
a.m. ceremony on Dec. 14.
Lipscomb University offers
programs leading to bachelor's
degrees in more than 100 fields of

study. Two master's degree programs are offered through the Graduate Program in Bible Study.
Lipscomb also offers an Accelerated Adult Degree Program. This

Dixieland Dolls & Darlings
1312 Southwark Drive
Springfield, TN 37172

Tickets are $4 per person with
children under 6 free, according to
Cindi Michaelis and Dawn Kemp,
chairpersons for the eveni
Tickets may be purchased at the
door or in advance from any Sigma
member. Proceeds will be donated
to charity.

Bicentennial
lesson given
for the Pacers
The Pacers Homemakers Club
met on Thursday, Jan. 9, at 10 a.m.
at the Log Cabin Restaurant.
In keeping with the bicentennial
theme, each member brought a
treasured antique and gave a brief
history of the item.
Maxine Scott presented a special
lesson on the "Kentucky
Bicentennial."
A lesson on "Food Safety: Egg
Cookery" was presented by Alice
Witte.
Other members present were
Gladys Jarrett, Jean Smith, Mildred
McCabe, Florence Pritchard, Colleen Peacock, June Carlson and
Thelma Warford.
A guest was Debbie York.
The club will meet Thursday,
Feb. 13, at 10 a.m. at the Log
Cabin Restaurant. Members are
reminded to bring items for Need
Line (cereals for cooking) and old
eye glasses.

4•P
Leslianne Gilson
Kentucky State Queen

25'

15 oz.

48 oz.1

Catsup
32 oz.

59'

4

Marcin

Salad Dressin
$109
Buster Economy

Info: Teresa

Soar With Bleach

(502)759-4985

Detergent
$129

(502)759-1637

Paper Towelsi;
75 Sheet

39 oz.

3
CARS TO BE GIVEN AWAY
AT NATIONALS

394 '1
Coronet

SATH TISSUE

FREE

39'

smousounommino4T-isisisimiismosiggim
Kurtz

Preliminary Pageant
MSU Curris Center
Murray, KY.
Feb. 8, 1992

Sweetheart
Sigma Charity
Brunch Feb. 8
The Sigma Sweetheart Charity
Brunch of Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will be
Saturday, Feb. 8.
This annual event will be from
10 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. at Pagliai's
Restaurant in downtown Murray.
The menu will be sausage strata,
broccoli cheese strata, hashbrown
casserole, fruit salad, honey buns,
donut holes, French toast, coffee,
orange juice, milk and Coke.

allows completion of a bachelor's
degree faster than normally allowed by night and weekend courses.
The university is affiliated with
the churches of Christ.

Little Miss &
Master
Darling USA

Wylwood Cut

RPiIS

Community
Service

Bath Tissue
$199
8 Roll

Williams 3 Lb

Reasonable Prices
And So Much More

Sausage Patty

What's Your Blood Pressure
One out of six adults has
high blood pressure.
It can be controlled.
You and your doctor
can do it together.

4
01)
99
Box $

‘14

Find out by
using the
Automatic Blood
Pressure Computer

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
L

'

Metzgers Whole

Smoked
Picnic

Open: Mon.-Fri. 9-7, Sat. 9-5:30

DISCOVERL

24 Hour Service Available

Glendale at Whitnell
753-4175

Lb.

SU

Prairie Farms

Absolutely Ends Friday
January 31st
"Don't wait
until it's too lateCome see
our selections"

ft
Southside Shopping Center

Buttermilk'

Cabbage,,,

99

_
Yellow

e
oth
shoe

1/2 Gal.

Prairie Farms

Sour Cream or
Lite Sour Cream

I

nions

tree

a

sc•aeft Ceta*PA

99

16 oz.

3 Lb. Qt.
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CCHS students nominated for scholars program

Remember the 10th
For City Newspaper Carriers
•'it:

cooir
t
.

POS

Five Calloway County High
School students have been nominated
to participate in the Governor's Scholars Program, an academic enrichment program for outstanding high
school juniors.
The Governor's Scholars Program
will bring together 600 gifted students
on the campuses of Murray Slate
University and Centre College. The
students will go through concentrated
study, discussion, cultural and creative activity and recreation. This summer the program will be held from
June 28 - August 1st.
Primary' Nominees are candidates
from a school district who are automatically selected into the program.
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'the 10th ot each month is a very important day to your city
nev•spaper earner Your carrier must receive your payment by
:he 10th of the month in order to pay their bill.
You see. these carriers are independent business men and
women. They buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and
sell them to you at the retail delivery rate. When you don't pay
them by the 10th they have to dig down into their own pockets
to make up the difference
Please pay your earner promptly before the 10th of each
month They depend on you to v.rite their pay checks
Col!et;or. tIrne can be an inconvenience for you and your
,arn;:r
So paying by mail is a simple
monthly collection

Come by and see
what our club is all
about. We guarantee
you'll like it.

To report local news: 753-1916

Health and Fitness Club
University Square • 759-9999
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WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD
ON ANY PRESCRIPTION!
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CHICKEN OR SPAGHETTI
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WNY
MEALS BRA
MAIN
PAPER TOWELS
MICROWAVE MEALS

Prescription
• Not .Mid fur ans insurance program or
pretaTtpatons transferred ?ruin any other
Rehab* Drug Store
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Scholar nominees from kft to right: back row, Michael Dale, MatthFrizzell, Sarah Walker, front row, Susan Bucy and Misty Ernstberger.
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Dr.Dennis L.
Heskett,D.C.

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
Did you know that becoming certified as a chiropractor
requires a minimum of six years of highly specialized
college training?
Today's Doctor ofChiropractic must complete 4,485 hours
of classroom instruction and pass a ngid chiropractic
board examination before earning a license. In most
states, continuing educational seminars must be completed for annual license renewal.
PERSONAL BACKGROUND
In addition, I have completed courses in Nutrition and
Physicalmodulities and Adjunctive Care, and hold a
bachelor degree in Nutrition from Life Chiropractic
University in Georgia; and hold an Associate of' Science
degree from W.C.C.C. in Michigan. Postgraduate studies
included Pediatric Adjusting and Sports Injury. While in
college, I received National Dean's List Award of Merit,
Achievement of Excellance Award, Who's Who Among
College Students Award, and in 1989 was named Senior
Intern at Life University and graduated with honors. To
further my continuing education, I have received special
training since college in Pediatric Adjusting from Dr.
Larry Webster, Thompson Adjusting Technique from Dr.
J. Clay Thompson, Chiropractic Philosophy from Dr. Sid
Williams, President of Life University.
Additionally, I devote three days every month attending a
nation-wide seminar in Atlanta and Chicago.
This is the kind of training and professionalism I offer
you. If you have hesitated visiting a chiropractor, perhaps
you didn't know that chiropractors go to such great
lengths to continue their education and provide you with
the latest techniques and the most qualified service. So,
you see, what you don't know, can't help you. Call Me
today and let me help you.
Did you know that the symptoms most commonly treated
by chiropractors are:
O Painful Joints
LI Headaches
O Back Pain
O Shoulder Pain
O Arthritis
O Neck Pain
CJ Arm/Leg Pain
O Bursitis
O Stiffness
LI Cold Hands/Feet
Pain
Hip
O
LI Numbness
OD AM IMP CO PO

To introduce you to the healing world of chiropractic, please
accept my special offer:

FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION
THIS MONTH ONLY

E
FREE ion normally costs $30.00 or more.FRE
I will include

This examinat
a chiropractic Jrthopedic test, chiropractic neurological test, a
blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an examination
for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a muscle strengthness test, and a private consultation to discuss the results.
DISCLAIMER: Our office policy protects you:"The patient and
any other person responsible for payment has a right to refuse
to pay, cancel payment or be reimbursed for payment for any
other services,examination or treatment which is performed as
a result of and within 72 hours of responding to the advertisement for the free service examination or treatment".

7594118
Dr. Dennis L. lloskett
Chiropractor
Heskett Chiropractic Center

_

1 00 41 oo 3904 979 _____'

N. 12th Sk, University Square Suite H
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BEL-AIR CENTER

Walker is the daughter of Wanda
and Ronnie Walker, Route 1, Murray.
She is President of the Speech Team,
Secretary of Beta Club and assistant
editor of the school newspaper staff.

Premiere

Lacanis Lily/ tt4.77..zre.-..-r Mtvier
9
_

• 11,00d on an. iws. or transferred preemption
• If preiretpuon is under 55 00, is FRILL
• tine muprin per perlon per •tal

CCHS he is Treasurer of Beta Club,
Vice-President of Co-Ed Y Club and
is a member of the CCHS Varsity
Tennis Team.

For Only $28/month.

Murray Ledger'& Times

s5"I Off

loway County are Susan Bucy, Michael Dale and Sarah Walker.
Bucy is the daughter of Barbara and
Kenneth Bucy, Route 3, Benton. She
is a member of Beta Club and is
Secretary of the Student Council. She
is also a member of the Lady Lakers
Basketball Team.
Dale is the son of Marsha and John
Dale, Wiswell Road, Murray. At

You Can Be A Member

to avoid the t)other of

Vs

At-Large Nominees are candidates
who compete for selection in a pool
from which scholars will be chosen by
3 state-wide selection committee.
The Primary Nominees from Calloway County High School arc Misty
Emstberger and Matthew Frizzell.
Emstberger is the daughter of
Cathy and Steve Ernstberger, Route 7,
Murray. At(VHS she is a member of
the Speech Team. Foreign Language
Club, Beta Club and Co-Ed Y Club.
Frizzell is the son of Rebecca and
David Frizzell, of Route 7, Murray.
He is a member of the Student
Council, Beta Club, Co-Ed Y and the
soccer and tennis teams.
The At-Large Nominees from Cal-
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MURRAY

753-8304

Hours: 8 a.m.-6 p.m. Monday-Friday
Saturday 8 a.m.-Noon
For Accidents or Personal Injury
After Hours or Weekends, Call 7534304
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Man sheds new light on old objects ._
By VICKI STORY STEVENS
The Advocate-Mossonget

LANCASTER, Ky. — Chris
Pflum has a knack for giving old
objects new life.
As a lampmaker, Pflum enjoys
putting treasured family possessions such as his mother's old coffee grinder and his father's blow
torch to use in a different function.
The house he and his wife, Ruth,
share on Hagan Court in Lancaster
is a showcase of Pflum's creations.
Lamps abound in every room, each
with a story that sets it apart from
the others.
Pflum, who's 81, took up lampmaking as a hobby. Soon people
were bringing him lamps to repair.
"I started as a hobby when I
retired about 12 years ago from the
National Casket Co. People bring
them in for repair, and I have some
for sale," says Pflum.
"My oldest boy said "Pap,
when you die, I'm going to put a
light cord in you because you're
always making lamps."
Pflum and his wife find items for
his lampmaking at antique stores,
yard sales, flea markets and auctions. In his garage, he painstakingly mends broken lamps or pieces
together parts from several different ones.
"These shades are what make
them so expensive," he says. What
used to cost $30 a few years ago
now costs $90.
Some of the lamps in Pflum's
home have delicate shades made of
tapestry or handpainted glass.
Glass prisms dangle from several, including a 135-year-old chandelier that belonged to his grandmother, whom he never knew.
Pflum said the chandelier started
out as an oil lamp. My dad made it
into gas, and 30 years later I made
it into electric."
The chandelier originally had
silk tassels that hung down. Pflum
replaced them with prisms that
reflect light.
An old pewter coffee pot that
belonged to his wife's mother also
found new life as a lamp.
One of the most unusual lamps
in the house, though, was fashioned
from an ashtray stand that was purchased at a yard sale. The base had
a ring of cherubs, but some of the
figures were damaged. Pflum
repaired them.
He also has made small desk

lamps out of pretty bottles that casket handles serve as poles tor
once contained bath salts. The bot- many of the floor lamps he has
tles were sold 30 or 40 years ago. made.
Before his retirement, Pflum was
Parts with which to repair lamps
are getting harder to find, and old foreman at the casket factory. Salparts usually have to be bought vaged from discarded caskets that
from an antique dealer, Pflum says. were damaged in the manufacturing
Always resourceful, though, he process, the handles were wellhas managed to find parts in some crafted and proved to be just the
unlikely places. For example, right size for floor lamp poles.
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(Hint: It's not the flick of a button)
S •
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YOU

D&W Auto Glass Shop
512 S. 12th St., Murray

'' Last month,1,993,777 Kentucky shoppers snipped, clipped and ripped newspaper
coupons and ads from Kentucky newspapers.
That's right, almost 2 million Kentuckians.

JANUARY
CLEARANCE
Progress

Snip, Clip, Rip — pleasant sounds when you're a newspaper advertiser. Because
your message gets action. Results. Used.

Don't
Miss
It!

E
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At...

Before you send your advertising dollars packing, invest your money wisely, invest
in newspaper advertising. 1.9 million Kentucky shoppers can't be wrong.. and you
won't either by putting your message right in the hands of your customers.

KEITH BAKER
HOMES
Hwy. 79 E. Paris, TN 644-0012
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'January, 1991, Shopper Attitudes in Kentucky, The Preston Croup, Lexington
Sponsored by the Kentucky Press AssodaHon

Prices Include Delivery And Set-up
Compere:'Price -Quality
'Service •Selection
Open 7 Days
A Week
Mon.-Sat. 8-6;
Sun. 1-5
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newspaper reader?
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We Were Number One For Their Number One
On March 17, 1991, Alvson Paige Purdom was
born at Community Hospital in Mayfield. And her
parents wouldn't have had it any other way.
Alvson, the Mom:"It was just great! I'm definitely
going to have number two there. I'd have to say that
the people really made the difference. They were so .-11vson, Paige and
professional and so capable and they really made us Tripp Plli•clom.

feel special. 1 felt secure that we were both in
good hands."
Tripp, the Dad:"Technically, I thought the
competence of the staff and the technology of the
hospital was excellent. The rooms were very
spacious and comfortable. And the nurses were so
helpful and so willing to make this experience for us

the best it could be. It was just wonderful."
Paige, the daughter:(She doesn't have words to
express her feelings...vet!)

•

COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
206 WEST SOUTH STREET, • MAYFIELD, KN. 42066• 502-247-5211
Kentucky Kare Participating Hospital
OPTION 2000 Contracting Hospital
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GED study receives poor reception

s BARiB-0
BURGERS
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
NIGHT BUFFET
Bar-B-0 Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish
Fillets, Fried Chicken, Food Bar - Salad
Bar, Dessert Bar
includes Dry*
•
This Week's S•ecial
Large Hamburger,
Fries, Med. Drink

V11

-

•
• —

•.

Chestnut Si Murray
753-0045

But a University of Chicago
study released last week indicating
that recipients of GEDs fare scarcely better than dropouts in the job
market.
University researcher James
Heckman, who,prepared the study
along with Stephen V. Cameron,
said in an interview that GED recipients should not expect equal
treatment when they apply for the
same jobs as high school graduates.
Heckman referred to the General
Education Development certificate
as an educational "quick fix."
"Can people remedy four to five
years of (lost) education by studying 100 hours and passing a test?"
he asked.

Linda Baker wants to get her
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP). —
Some Kentuckians who have GED because she hopes to get a
earned GED diplomas, Kentucky better job than she could without it.
"I quit school when I was in the
employers and state officials find
fault with a rwent study that ques- 10th grade to get married," said
tions the value of GED programs. Ms. Baker, 29, of Lexington. "I
Juanita Barron, who didn't gra- wanted something other than flipduate from high school, said the ping hamburgers the rest of my
GED, the equivalent of a high life. I wanted something where I
school diploma, "is worth a great could support myself and my son."
In Kentucky, those two are
deal."
It has meant a new job and a among thousands who take the test
new perspective. Ms. Barron, 58, each year. In 1990, 21,365 people
earned her GED last summer so she in Kentucky took the GED test.
could get a job as a bus monitor Just over 60 percent of them
with the Fayette County schools. passed. Only eight states, all with
But regardless of the job, she larger populations, ranked higher
said, "I just wanted to get it. To than Kentucky in the number of
people taking the test.
show my grandchildren."
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Ritz Crackers

gLance Home Packs
_ .

YOU GET A
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DEAL AT
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BECAUSE
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Kepitay has embraced the
GED, equivalent to a high school
diploma-, as a cause for several
years, most notably through the
work of former Gov. Martha Layne
Collins, and former first lady
Martha Wilkinson and her GED
Army.
The American Council on Education, which administers the test,
responded to the Chicago study,
contending the researchers were
biased against dropouts and that
their methodology was flawed.
"Criticizing the GED diploma
because it doesn't work well as a
predictor of vocational aptitude and
skills, as do Cameron and Heckman, is like faulting your scale
because it doesn't tell you your
height. It isn't designed to," said
council director Jean H. Lowe in a
letter to The Washington Post.
Pam Vest, who helps oversee
GED programs in the state Workforce Development Cabinet, also
questioned Heckman's conclusions.
"From our observation, most
individuals in this state are seeking
a GED to further their education,
not to get a job," she said.
On the other hand, Vest agrees
with Heckman that "programs that
focus on the GED as an end in
itself are misguided."
Kentucky's programs don't do
that, she said.
"The thrust of what we tell
clients getting their GED is that it
is only the beginning — that they
should move on from there" to
vocational training or college, she
said.
Employers like the University of
Kentucky, the Lexington-Fayette
County Urban County Government,
McDonald's, Domino's Pizza and
the Fayette County school system
all said they treat a GED the same
as a high school diploma.
Last year the Fayette schools
instituted a policy in which new
employees must have a high school
diploma or a GED or be actively
pursuing a GED. Current employees without a GED or diploma
must begin working toward one.
"The GED by itself is not sufficient for the future job market,"
said Ron Crouch, director of the
Kentucky State Data Center at the
University of Louisville. "But it's
a step in the right direction."
A 1989 survey by the American
Council on Education found that
more than half of the people took
the test for reasons other than
employment.

Green to hold
reception after
special election

DOUBLE COUPONS EVERY DAY!

Jeff Green, Democratic nominee in
this week's special election for the 1st
Senatorial District, which includes
Calloway County, will hold a reception at the Mayfield Holiday Inn
beginning at 6 p.m. after the polls
close Thursday. Everyone is invited.
The Senatorial district includes Carlisle, Hickman, Fulton, Graves, Calloway and Trigg Counties and a portion
of Christian County.

We double manufacturers coupons valued up to and including 50c every day. See store for details.
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Open house

Obituaries

best possible price
The
for the best possible
hearing aid

Brandon James Myatt
Brandon James Myatt, 2, died in
a fire at his home in Irving, Texas,
on Monday.
He was the son of Ms. Marilyn
Myatt, Irving, Texas.
Local survivors include his

PAGE 13A
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great-grandparents, James and Pauline Myatt, Mayfield; a great aunt,
Mrs. R.C.(Betty) Scott, and a cousin, David Allen Scott, Murray.
Services will be conducted Friday in Abilene, Texas.

104.4414...

Licensed Audiologist
Ear, Nose & Throat Physician
on premises
W2-759-4815
300 South 8th Street • Suite 304
Medical Ms Building • Murray, Ky.

Mrs/. Dora E. Vaughn
The funeral for Mrs. Dora E.
Vaughn is today at 1 p.m. at the
Cumberland Memorial Chapel,
Knoxville, Tenn. Burial will follow
in Highland Memorial Cemetery,
Knoxville.
Mrs. Vaughn, 86, Louisiana,
Mo., died Saturday at St. Luke's
Hospital West, Chesterfield, Mo.
The widow of Robert 0.

HOLLAND DRUGS

Vaughn, she had resided in Murray
for several years and at Knoxville
until 1987.
She is survived by one daughter,
Mrs. Jane Vaughn Henry, Louisiana, Mo.; one son, Robert Vaughn,
Louisville; one sister, Mrs. Estella
Burris, Oak Ridge, Term.; four
grandchildren;
two
stepgrandchildren.

is a participant of the
KY. TEACHERS RETIREMENT
SYSTEM NETWORK RETAIL
PRESCRIPTION DRUG PROGRAM
Also
PCS - Medimet B&BS - Paid Restat
and other programs
109 S. 4th St.
753-1462
Bob Dunn, R. Ph.

Barbara M ty (right), L.P.N. at Murray-Calloway County Hospitol's Mental Health Care Unit, and Allie Underwood (left) of Murray,
look over information about the unit during an open house held Sunday. Underwood was one of many area residents who attended the
house. The MHCU offers a relaxed environment and a variety of
open
Funeral rites for Mrs. Laverne 9:30 p.m. at her home at 108 South
and treatment programs for those 18 years and older expertherapy
Cornett were today at 11 a.m. in 14th St., Murray. Her husband,
and psychological problems.
emotional
iencing
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funer- B.H. Cornett, died July 22, 1988.
al Home. The Rev. Bill Cox of
Survivors include one son, John
Metropolis, Ill., and the Rev. Jim Tapp and wife, Debbie, Upton; one
Simmons of Murray officiated.
sister, Mrs. Velma Goforth, PhoePallbearers were Ray Poole, Lar- nix, Ariz.; two grandchildren,
ry Doyle, Edwin Tapp, David Susan Tapp and Jay Tapp; one step
Area chambers of commerce are Robbie Castlemen, Mayfield; Rep.
Tapp, Weldon Thomas and Teel son, William (Bill) Cornett, and sponsoring a forum with Kentucky Charles Geveden, Wickliffe.
Hubbs.
four stepgrandchildren, Daniel Cor- state legislators to be held Saturday,
The program will begin with a
Burial was in Murray City nett, Steve Cornett, Keith Cornett Feb.8, 1992 at the Activities Building continental breakfast followed by preCemetery.
and Pam Helm.
at Kentucky Dam Village State Resort sentations by the legislators. ReservaMrs. Cornett, 63, died Friday at
Park at Gilbertsville. The program tions can be made by calling the
begins at 8:30 a.m. and ends at noon. Marshall County Chamber of ComThe Saturday morning session merce at 527-7665 by February 5th.
billed as a legislative dialogue is
Born in Mayfield, she was the designed to give area businessmen
Graveside rites for Mrs. Annie
Investments Since 1854
Bea Baker are today at 2 p.m. at daughter of the late Henry Myatt and concerned citizens the opporWoodlawn Memorial Gardens, and Mattie Sullivan Myatt.
tunity to speak with area legislators on
Her husband, Rudy A. Baker Sr., regional issues and specific legislaPaducah. The Rev. Bill Tate is
one son, Rudy A. Baker Jr., and tion before the General Assembly.
officiating.
Lindsey Funeral Home of Padu- four brothers also preceded her in
Legislators expected to attend are
cah is in charge of arrangements. death.
Sen. Bob Leeper, Paducah; Sen. Jeff
Prices as ol 9 AM
Survivors include one son, Ralph Green, Mayfield; Rep. Freed Curd,
Mrs. Baker, 85, Childress Road,
Baker, West Paducah; one sister, Murray; Rep. Richard Lewis, Benton;
West Paducah, died Monday at
Company
Price
Chg
1:45 p.m. at Heritage Manor Nurs- Mrs. Carmen Owens, Graves Coun- Rep. Rex Smith, Grand Rivers; Rep.
ty; one brother, James Myatt, Maying Home, Mayfield.
field; seven grandchildren; nine
A member of St. LukeDow Jones Ind. Avg..-.--.-I6.77
Aldersgate United Methodist great-grandchildren; several nieces
DJIA Previous Close..-.-3240.61
Church, she was a retired employee and nephews including Mrs. R.C.
Air
• 1/4
(Betty) Scott of Murray.
of Paducah Shirt Factory.

Mrs. Laverne Cornett

Legislators to attend forum

ask me how!
BEST RATES IN TOWN FOR A
REFUND ANTICIPATION LOAN!
• No Money Required
All fees can be deducted from

refund.
GET YOUR LOAN IN 2 TO 4 DAYS

Mrs. Annie Bea Baker

e Noe( cfrAssociates
915 Co(iuuter Rd "Tie

lacome Tar Pn?le.r.siona6"

Monty

753-6°69
759-1425

Stock Market
Report

Child bites off infant's
toes, part of ear

Exam scheduled

Gray, P.W., P.L., AM/FM
Cassette, Air, Auto., 2 Door

A.T.C. Class
561/4B 561/4A
A T&
unc
Bank of Murray* ......200B 240A
Bell South
Briggs & Stratton.-- 481/4 + 14
- 1/2
Dean Foods..--.--___281/2 • 111
54
Fisher Prke-------.-3914 •
Ford Motor....................32'/4 General Electrk-----773/4 General Motors.............33'/. • sls
..............43,4 + '/3
Goodyear
• h
34
Ingersoll Rand------575/4 - 54
+ 3/4
Ky.
2534 unc
Kroger
L G &
+
McDonalds
• 1/4
J.C.
Peoples First"— 133/411 243/4A
Quaker Oats.................67'/a - 1/4
Schering-Plough______623/4 +
Sears................_................ 42 14
Texaco
..... .....6P/4 unc
Time Warner.
..923/4 • 14
UST
293/4
Wal•Mart................._ 551/4 + 1/4

DENVER (AP) — An 11-yearold girl left to babysit her 3-weekold sister bit off two of the infant's
toes and part of her ear, police
said.
"We have no idea what provoked it," Detective David G.
Metzler said Tuesday. He said
authorities hadn't decided whether
to file charges.
The baby was in fair condition at
Denver General Hospital. Doctors
tried without success to reattach
the toes.
Police withheld the youngsters'
names.
The children's mother told
police she discovered the injuries
Monday after she asked the
11-year-old to watch the baby,
authorities said. A few minutes
later, she said, the girl brought the
crying baby and one of the toes to
her.

LOWEST PRICE
EVER
TROY-BILT®
TUFFY® Tillers
Sized & pricedfor backyard gardeners...yet every inch a genuine
TROY-BILT Tiller!

HOG MARKET
*Hilliard Lyons a trading agent for this stock
••Hiliard Lyons I a market ml,...this stock.
Feieral-State Markel Nein Service Iserary 2S 1512
Kentucky Purchase Area Hos Market Report Includes 3
Buying Hatless Receipts: Act. 398„ LA.150 Barrows
Glks
lower Scan Mrrly le lie lower.
IX 1-3 131.330 lb..
SNLOP34.30
US 1 2 3111-334
1133.111.35.54
US 1-3 231441
S.35-541-34.011
US 3-4 244.279 lbs.....
S34-36.33311
Sews
IR 1.3 2711.3541 lb..
S34.1111.1.5 ee
US 1-3 3411.4114 lb..
S24.01-24.1111
US 1-3 411.523 Pb..
S25.51-24.011
US 1-3 533 awl op
US 3-3 3111.311 lb..
1.11.5044.11
leers $241.1/.11.1141

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Additional
Informat,on
Available
Upon Request.

$499
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•Power composts, bust sod, prepares seedbeds &
weeds!
• Famous JUST ONE HAND® performance!
• Powered wheels, tines in the rear do all the work!
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FRESNO, Calif. (AP) — A couple married for 63 years died within minutes of each other, both
apparently of heart attacks, relatives said.
Kelly Thomas found his wife,
Hazel, dead on the floor of their
home Friday, and the trauma apparently triggered a fatal heart attack,
said a son, Jack Thomas.
"They were a couple like you
don't see anymore," said daughter
Marian Blum. "They worked out
their problems, and they loved each
other."
Both were 80 years old, and had
been together since they started
dating in Los Angeles at the age of
15.
Mrs. Thomas had a mild heart
attack in August.
They celebrated their 63rd wedding anniversary Jan. 14.

BREAKFAST SAVINGS FROM fattygif
ompan

(MANUFACTURER COUPON

EXPIRE
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Save 5001
UI111 121 34j

1991 Kellogg

LOS ANGELES (AP) —
"Grizzly Adams" star Dan Haggerty has a 50-50 chance of keeping his left leg, a hospital spokesman said after doctors operated to
halt an infection that set in after a
motorcycle crash.
Doctors on Tuesday cleaned the
Wounds and removed pins and
plates from the actor's lower leg,
said Ron Wise, a spokesman for
Cedars-Sinai Medical Center.
"He came through the surgery in
good shape. I saw him for a
moment in the recovery room. He
smiled and gave me a victory
sign," Wise said.
Haggerty, 50, broke his leg in
about 10 places in the crash in
October.
The burly, bearded actor starred
as mountain man Grizzly Adams
on NBC in 1977 and 1978. There
are plans to revive the series, but
Hemdale Productions said Haggerty's condition has forced it to delay
the making of a pilot.
"They're ready to go as soon as
he's ready to walk," said Haggerty's wife, Samantha.

Broken heart kills
80-year-old moments
after wife dies

"Toasted Wheat Goodness"

Keito.. Company

Series star may
lose leg because of
motorcycle crash

a written examination designed to test
aptitude for learning and performing
the duties of the position.
For positions requiring driving,
applicants must have a valid state
driver's license. They must demonstrate a safe driving record and must
pass the Postal Service Road Test.
A physical examination will be
required. Being drug free is a qualification for postal employment. This
qualification will be determined during prescreening, not in conjunction
with the physical.
The actual test will be scheduled at
a later date. All who apply will be
notified by mail of the date, time, and
place of the examination.
The U.S. Postal Service is an Equal
Opportunity Employer.

FL1113:1:11:111011101

The U.S. Postal Service is announcing an examination for Rural
Carrier in the MURRAY,KY area. It
is anticipated that a small number of
vacancies will occur in the next
several years that will be filled by
hiring eligibles from the updated
register to be established from this
examination. We will need qualified
employees and want to offer people in
the area the chance to compete for
these openings.
Applications to test will be accepted FEBRUARY 10, 1992
through FEBRUARY 14, 1992 during regular business hours at the
following post offices:
Almo, Ky; Benton, Ky; Calvert
City, Ky; Dexter, Ky; Gilbertsville,
Ky; Hardin, Ky; Hazel, Ky; Kirksey,
Ky; Murray, Ky; New Concord, Ky.
Applicants will be permitted to
choose three offices from the offices
where they wish to be considered for a
position. Rural Carrier positions may
be filled at:
Ky; Benton, Ky; Calvert
City, Ky; Dexter, Ky; Gilbertsville,
Ky; Hardin, Ky; Hazel, Ky; Kirksey,
Ky; Murray, Ky.
Applicants must be physically able
to perform efficiently the duties of the
position. No experience is required.
All applicants will be required to take

1986 Oldsmobile
Cutlass Ciera
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BIS degree to
be featured at
April program
4

Adults interested in the Bachelor of
Independent Studies (BIS) degree at
Murray State University can learn
more about the program during a
seminar scheduled for Saturday. April
4, in the Ohio Room of the Curris
Center.
Persons considering the Bachelor
of Independent Studies may receive
an invitation to the seminar after
completing an application which requires a $25 application fee. Attendance is by invitation, and the waiting
list is now forming.
Dr. Hughie Lawson,director of the
BIS program, said the purpose of the
seminar is to give participants enough
information to enable them to make an
informed decision whether to enter
the program. Admission to the program requires students already have at
least 12 semester hours of college
credii
"The BIS program is intended
especially for adults who already have
college credits, but who had to leave
college before completing the baccalaureate degree," Lawson said. We
can help these people, because the
BIS offers greater flexibility in earning academic credits than traditional
degree programs. This can be important for adults who have other obligations. such as work or family."
Seminar participants will receive a thorough introduction to the BIS, its
requirements and the process of earning credits to fulfill them. We want
people interested in the BIS to contact
us right away about this seminar."
Lawson said. "This is important because participants should get started
early enough to obtain transcripts of
their previous college experience.
Part of the seminar involves planning
the student's future program, which
requires a record of their college
credits."
For more information about the
seminar or to request an application
form,call the Murray State Center for
Continuing Education at (502) 7624159 or 1-800-669-7654. Information
is also available from Mary Boaz at
Paducah Community Co'liege at(502)
554-8132.
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Hours:
8
14-1h. a.m.-1 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 8 a.m.-7 p.m.

Prices Good
Jan. 29 thru
Feb. 4
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We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
U.S. Choice

Owen's Best Family Pack

Extra Lean

Grou3-4ndLb. Beef
Extra Lean
Me0t,

Pork Ribs
$ 39

89!

Pork
Cutlets
$ 199

Hyde Part( 1 Lb Vac Pack

Bacon
Blue Bonnet

Margarine

Whole Ribeye
69
cc. ,

Pork Steak
Extra Leon

99

Lb.
1 19

Spare
Ribs

$3

Lb.
Sliced Free

Pork Loin
E mge
Pro-Leaguer

Wieners
8912 oz

L
$ 1 79

Center Cut

Extra Lean Boston Butt

U S D A. Grade A Seaboard Farms

Pork Chops

Pork Roast

Whole Fryers

49
99!

C

Realemon

Grope
Jelly

2/1

Corn
Oil

1 99
Lb

Lemon
Juice
32 oz

$2'9

99c-

Ficiv.et_Rich
Whole Milk

$ 1 99

,

, Chaplin

Bathroom Tissue

$ 1 99

Gal

1/4 Sliced

4 Roll Pkg.

0
89

Reading
Folgers V.P.

RC, Diet RC,
Sundrop, Diet Rite

Coffee
13 oz. $ 1 79

sweet -Sue

Chicken 1 Durnprings

is

Dr. Elizabeth Brown-Guillory,
associate professor of English at
the University of Houston, will
present a dramatic reading Friday at Murray State University's
Johnson Theatre as part of the
university's six-week-long Focus
on Africa Symposium. The time
or the presentation, titled "Their
Place on the Slate: 20th-Century
Black Women Playwrights and
Their Vision,- has been changed
from 10 a.m. to 10:30 a.m.

EXERCISE
Does Your Heart Good
,l American Heart Association

Compare
Interest Rates!

100

Stokely F.S. or

Prairie Farms

89'

Spaghetti

$109

Stokely

Sweet Peas

%;

1% Milk

63/4%*
ission

for amounts over

Owen's Best
Honey Baked

Owen's Best
Oven Baked

Ham
$399

Turkey Breast

$389
Emge
American

Eckrich
All Meat

Home Office: Omaha,

14 oz.

32 oz

Chili w/Beans

15.5 oz.
Cal-Sun Sliced or Diced

Pimentos

4 oz.

RC, Diet RC, Diet Rite,
12 pk. cans
Ginger Ale

$219

69'
'
69
$299

Vlasic Hamburger

Dill Chips

$2

Owen's Best

Golden Ripe

5 Lb.
Idaho

88Q Chicken

Bananas

Potatoes

39C
Creer

Pimento*

Onions

9
$26

4J1

tb

Hot a

-.---

99'

32 oz.

$

1 19

Crisp
Head

Fresh

lettuce
6c4

Lb. Bag
Florida

Cello Pock

Oranges
$ 69

3p100

4

wen s Best Storerrooe

LC

Cheese
79

Bologna
$239

•

Woodmen of the World
Life Insurance Society

1 00
3/$1 00
99'

$239

Lb.

Th_ rot prromord ft. Os hot NM&
kw am war
imbed
can •NrY morodilv car un

Faye Childress
753-5234

64 oz. Carton

IDeli

You re looking for an organicauan, with
a rock solid financial record, that offers
compeutive interest rates on annuities
Look to Woodmen of the World We re
a 101 year -old fraternal benefit societs
thu offers single premium and flexible
premium deferred arinuioes But bea of
all. you can earn an initial guaranteed
Interest rate of

100

OZ
4/$

Salad Dressing

gal

Orange Juice
Van Camp

Hyde Park

$ 189

On Sale
This Week

STORIES & ACTIVITIES
THAT MAKE LEARNING FUN!

/
3

Creamette Reg. or Thin

cons

ikk,

Cut

Nunn Better S.R. or Plain

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, 7-Up,
Dr. Pepper, Mt. Dew 12 pk

Al

69'

Green Beans,14

Flour

2

Tropicana Pure Premium

Corn
5 lb

9C

p

Paper Towels

I

24 oz.

VOLUME 1
..
.1

r

Brawny Single Roil

$ 1 19

Stokely CS or W.K. Golden

SESAMESTREET

1

Carrots
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SECTION B
Awards announced
at annual camera
club competition

WAREHOUSE
We Reserve The
FOODS
Right To Limit

The awards show for the Third
Annual Murray-Calloway County
Camera Club Photography Competition was held Sun., Jan. 19th at the
Calloway County Public Library.
Winners were chosen in two categories: Black & White and Color:
Black & White Category
First Prize - Lisa Green of Puryear
for "Faded Memories"; Second Prize Anita McDowell of Murray for
"Foggy Morn-LBL"; Third Prize Darrell Johnson of Mayfield for
"Time Worn"; Fourth Prize - Cheri
Stuart of Murray for "Broken
Dreams". People's Choice - Toopie
Thomas Moore of Almo for "Girl on
Stairs". Also People's Choice (Tied)
Andy Adams of Murray for "Life in a
Barnyard."
Honorable Mentions: Toopic Thomas Moore of Almo for "Playing
Dressup"; Jim Ethridge of Paducah
for "Vines";Toopie Thomas Moore of
Almo for "Girl on Stairs"; Leigh
Landini of Murray for "Tobacco Barn
in Calloway County".
Color Category
First Prize- Lisa Green of Purycar
for "Forever Summer"; Second Prize Thomas Byron of Grand Rivers for
"Amittyvillc"; Third Prize - Dr. Ronald Kurth of Murray for "Sunset
Travel"; Fourth Prize - Dr. Ronald
Kurth of Murray for "Canyon Sentinel"; People's Choice (a triple tie) Kathy Jo Stubblefield of Murray for
"Fancy (cat)"; Dr. Ronald Kurth of
Murray for "Sunset Travel"; Emily
Helms of Calvert City for "Niagara
Falls".
Honorable Mentions:(Color) Thomas Byron of Grand Rivers for
"Cave-in-Rock"; Pat Crawford of
Murray for (Color) "Untitled"; Kenneth Brown of Benton for "Kentucky
Barn"; Thomas Byron of Grand Rivers for 'Kentucky Columbine"; Kenneth Brown of Benton for "Resting".
First, Second, Third, Fourth prizes
and Honorable Mentions were chosen
by Murray Camera Club members.
People's Choice was determined by
those who came to see the exhibit of
photographs who voted for their favorite photo.
Beth Parker was the speaker at the
ceremony and presented the awards.
Photographer of the event was Jackie
Jones.
One-hundred and thirty entries
were received and judged. Prizes
awarded were as follows in both
categories: First Prize - $175; Second
Prize -$100; Third and Fourth Prizes gift certificates, People's Choice and
Honorable Mention - ribbons.

623 South 4th

759-1144

Quantities

We Accept Food Stamps and WIC. - Open Monday Thru Saturday 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Field Original

Field

Chili
With Beans

1 Lb.
Pkg.

Pepsi
Diet Pepsi,
Mt. Dew
2 Liter Bottle
12 Pk. 12 Oz. Can

Festival training
workshop scheduled
for Feb. 26 at MSU

$2.97

Cottonelle

A training workshop for coordinators of festivals, special events and
celebrations will be sponsored by the
Community Education Program of
the Murray State University Center
for Continuing Education/Academic
Outreach on Wednesday, Feb. 26.
"Fairs, festivals, special events and
celebrations touch everyone's lives.
The contribution these events make in
preserving local culture, enhancing
the quality of life, strengthening community spirit and promoting social
causes is of concern to us all,"
according to Karen Guthrie, coordinator of Murray State's Community
Education Program.
"This program is aimed at all those
responsible for the planning, management,operation and support of special
events," Ms. Guthrie said. "This audience includes, but is not limited to,
professional, lay and volunteer event
managers, governing board members
and those belonging to the many
organizations that support this growing industry."
The cost for the workshop is $125,
which includes lunch and all materials. A $50 deposit is required. Registration begins at 8 a.m. at Murray
State's Curris Center, with the workshop continuing until 4:30 p.m.
Participants will be able to meet
and study with event managers from
the public, private and non-profit
sectors, educators, leisure business
professionals and representatives of
support and regulatory agencies. Sessions are planned on planning events,
managing volunteers, food service
regulations, risk management, marketing and promotion, budget development and funding.
Additional information and registration forms arc available in room
305S of the Applied Science Building
at Murray State, or by calling Ms.
Guthrie at(502)762-2187 or toll-free
at 1-800-669-7654.

•

Large Head

Bathroom
Tissue

Lettuce

4 Roll Pkg.nent
Dawn, Ivory, Joy

Richtex

Dishwashing Liquid' Shortening
htei
i
•

'.'-

•

•
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SPORTS
Murray ousted from All
A Classic by Hickman
By STEVE PARKER

Hickman 63, TIGERS 51

Murray Lodgor & Timms Sports Editor
MCKEAN
MURRAY

fr-

II MI 43 63
OS 13 U II

HICKMAN (S3)
MAYFIELD — Defending last
111. Liam 16 S Dame 5. M Oros 13 Jowl 13
year's All "A" Classic regional Costes
Lattmorl 4 Vaughn 2 TOTALS FO.A 24.50 Tlimosorr,
33 (Co41u. Jewel SI
title was what the Murray High 2 FT-A 13-20 Rebour414
MURRAY (51)
O. AO,* Collooti 7
GroomIi
Jerkins
IL
they
*mum,
Tigers had facing them when
Owel 4 F0303, S. AMR 7 Whiat1s414 TOTALS FG-A
31 (Greens
Tuesday
Flabourrie
County
FT-A
7.10
4
Ihrm4-0aini
2042
Hickman
met
night at Mayfield High School. 12)
Instead. they spent most of the
really
ti-st-round game defending their their advantage. They
hard."
boards
the
crashed
ve; against the physical Falcons.
Hickman only out-rebounded
Hickman County. the tourna33-31, but many of the
Murray
ment's No. 3 seed, ended the
came late in the
boards
Tigers'
by
repeating
Tigrs chance of
point, Hickman
that
to
Up
han,!:r.g the No. 6 seed a 63-51 game.
and limitbacks
stick
getting
was
.cfcat in test of wills in the paint.
shot.
one
to
Murray
mg
inside."
game
physical
a
"It was
Hickman's "Board Brigade"
nd Murray junior B.J. Jenkins,
to bruiser Steven Davis,
looked
game
Carlisle
.1;i1ng that only the
combina..:arlier in the season offered more !caper Brian Jewell and
to
Coates
Brian
usier
leaper/br
tion
push
t-'7L.iSeS. "There was a lot of
inside.
the
patrol
elbows."
of
lot
.n g and a
Hickman's inside play led to
"They're a big, strong team,"
r-50 shooting. By contrast,
24-fo
said
Miller
Tiger head coach Cary
afterwards from under one of the Murray was 20-for-62 (4-23 threePaskets where the mauling took point) in their bid to repeat.
"We've got a new group of
place. "The style of play was to

kids," Miller said of defending his
title. "Every group has to stand on
its own. We were defending'
champions and we definitely
wanted to win it again."
Murray started out strong, leading 7-3 in the early going. Sophomore guard Damon Cohoon hit
Murray's last two shots of the first
quarter. only they came four
minutes apart.
Murray's cold spell opened the
door for their foes in the second.
Leading 11-9, Hickman's Coates
drove for a lay up and canned a
10-foot jumper on the baseline to
give Hickman a 15-9 lead. Steven
Davis followed a Malcolm Lester
free throw minutes later to push the
lead to 19-11.
Coates. a 6-3 junior forward, led
all scorers with 19 points. He also
pulled down eight boards.
Hickman built the lead to 24-11
before Aaron Whitaker broke the
Tigers' three -minute scoring
silence with a layup to cut it down
(Cont'd oh page 38)

Lakers lose at the charity stripe
Lone Oak 64, LAKERS 54

Staff Report
Murray Lodger& Times

CALLOW y
LOSS OAK

Callov.ay County :17Q yet to pick
up a win in the 1991-92 season, but
they're getting close.
After giving Paducah Tilghman
it wanted Friday night, the Lake7s continued their strong play in
f.rs: half of Tuesday's encountLone Oak. Leading by two at
L'7
nd:f. Calloway watched Lone
Oak go to the free throw line 26
times in the second half which led
lo a 64-54 Flash victory.
Mental mistakes. which included

s 31 41 5.4
12 25 50 id

CALIOWA (54)
CISTV011y 4 Copfell 10 Gtmon S Grow 12 Horntudi
2 .1011,A06 1 Pike 10 TOTALS FO A 21 Ti...
FT A 11 14
porn
LOME OAK (M)
AlexarOsi 4 Byrd 4 GAMS 12. Shallot,6 Thompson 6
'human 4 MIAs 26 TOTALS FGA 20-56 TM*.
pant 4 Fr A 20.30

many of the 21 fouls, were the
Lakers' downfall against Lone
Oak, now' 16-4. That and Matt
Wallis.
Wallis scored 26 to lead all scorers Tuesday night. Wallis hit three
"3's" in the game.

Jason Greer led Calloway with
19 points, including one threepointer. Wesley Cogdell and Matt
Price each chipped in 10.
Calloway broke out to a 15-12
ad after one quarter and held a
,4 -.29 advantage at halftime. Lone
Oak then out-scored the Lakers
3S-23 in the final two quarters to
hand their guests their 15th-straight
defeat.
Calloway hit 11-of-14 from the
free throw line while the Purple
Flash were 20-of-30.
Calloway's next game will be
Friday, when it hosts Fulton City in
the annual Homecoming game.

Michael
BANKS
Ledger & Times Staff Writer

Fick just
having fun
OVC
in the
let Dick Fick's looks

Don't
deceive you.
At first glance, one might
think the Morehead State Head
Basketball Coach was once a
body guard for Jimmy Hoffa or
a near cousin of Chicago Bears
Head Coach Mike Ditka.
With the slicked-back hair
that's graying at the temples,
the "Hitleresque" mustache tickling his nose and the higharching eyebrows, Ditka and
Fick could easily pass for one
another.
But while the Bears head
man is known for stomping the
Soldier Field sidelines and
berating players, media and the
like, Fick is becoming the class
clown of the Ohio Valley
Conference.
Morehead made their first trip
to Racer Arena Monday night
and as soon as Fick entered the
building before the start of the
men's game. a small contigent
of Murray fans gave the Eagle
head coach his 'welcome'.
Drawls of "D-i-i-i-c-c-c-k-k-k
F-i-i-i-k-k-k" rang out, as the
Morehead coach simply raised
an eyebrow to the catcall. Same
chant again.
This time, Fick stops, looks
the group and promptly
toward
Murray's Chris Allen releases a shot over Hickman County's Steven
to the student contiover
paces
side.
Davis, while the Falcons' Michael Davis (#32) watches from the
"Hey, hey I know you
gent.
Allen scored 7 points for the Tigers who fell in the opening round.
guys are going to have a good
time tonight, just try to stay off
my #%&#," Fick said as the
group breaks up into laughter.
From Monday's opening tipoff, the jacketless Fick kept the
Murray fans sitting behind the
Morehead bench and the Racers
student section rolling with his
COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) — Lai- defensive slides down the siderd Sprewell scored 29 points, line. Two minutes into the
including 6 in overtime, and Robert game, Fick's tie is undone and
Horry added 27 to lead No. 22 Ala- the once-pressed slacks and shirt
bama past South Carolina 83-81 on are now rumpled.
Tuesday night in a Southeastern
The best scats in the house
Conference game.
might have been those behind
The Crimson Tide led through- the Morehead bench as Fick
out the second half until South Car- kept up a constant dialogue
olina's Jo Jo English, who finished
with the Racer faithful and
with 30 points, hit a 3-pointer with often had them shaking their
five seconds remaining to send the heads in laughter.
game into overtime at 72-72. The
"With gyms like this you got
Gamecocks had trailed 70-57 with the fans right down there with
4:32 remaining.
you, hey, it's great. I like to
But Sprewell scored six points in have a little fun with them and
overtime, including two free I'm sure they have a little fun
throws with 14 seconds left to give on my behalf. As long as it
Alabama an 83-79 lead. Barry doesn't get out of hand, I enjoy
Manning hit a shot at the buzzer it," said Fick, who served as an
for South Carolina.
assistant coach at Creighton
Junior Chris Leso scored a
University for six years before
career-high 18 points and Manning taking the Morehead job.
added 10 for South Carolina. James
With Murray maintaining a
Robinson added 18 points for the double-digit lead the majority of
Crimson Tide.
Monday's contest, the best show
Alabama (16-4, 4-3) used an
might have been Fick. Case in
18-point first half by Horry to take point:
a 46-34 halftime lead.
*A close charging call goes
South Carolina (10-7, 2-6) trail- against Morehead and Fick asks
ed only 23-21 after English's free the Murray fan in the third row
throw with 6:53 remaining in the about the block. The older genthalf. But the Crimson Tide out- lemen, smiling, gives the charge
scored the Gamecocks 23-13, with call and Fick throws his hands
Robinson hitting two 3-pointers in
up and head back with a sign
the final 2:04, to take its 12-point of surrender.
halftime lead.
The student section yells out
Leso, switched to forward in "Sit down Fick" and he simply
place of the absent Joe Rhett, hit cups his hand to his ear.
all seven of his first-half field goal
*After pulling out guard Don
attempts. Leso had never scored
Tyndall, Fick shows him the
more than 12 points in a game durway to a scat at the end of the
ing his college career.
bench with a sweeping of his
Rhett, who has a pacemaker, sat arms and a finger to the scat
out after collapsing last Saturday in
near the water cooler.
the Gamecocks' game against MisEven though Eagles dropped
sissippi State.
to 2-5 in the Ohio Valley ConSouth Carolina outrebounded
ference with the loss, Fick said
Alabama 22-12 during the first
after Monday's game he still
half, but that advantage was more
than offset by the Gamecocks' 12 (Cont'd on page 38)
turnovers. Alabama had one.

50'h OFF SALE

'Barna holds
off Newton's
Gamecocks

WARM-UPS
NIKE ®& REEBOKIDNYLON JACKETS
CASUAL SHORTS
TENNIS APPAREL
PRINTED FLEECE
ATHLETIC BAGS
NIKE®& REEBOK ®T-SHIRTS
AIR JORDAWAPPAREL
CHILDREN'S APPAREL
WOMEN'S APPAREL
RACQUETBALL RACKETS
LE COQ®& ADIDAS6APPAREL
BASEBALL/SOFTBALL BATS & GLOVES
NBA-NFL PRINTED APPAREL
NIKE% REEBOK® HATS

20-40% OFF OVER 125 SELECTED STYLES
OF MEN'S, WOMEN'S, AND CHILDREN'S SHOES

DENNITISNGON-ODHUS NT
SPOR

GO

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"

MURRAY
i "
Frft;'
WHOLESALE TIRE
'White letters •Maxlina • Toys
•Turbo Plu •Ilaroyal XTII
'Falls Mastercraft •Falls load:easter iv
825 So, 4th St.(New Location)

Open: Monday-Saturday 9 a.m.-6 p.m.

753-8844

1203 Chestnut St.

•

••••
a

753-9411

_
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Actions & Reactions

•

Spurs end Bulls' streak

LADY RACER NOTE
Valley Conference
Murray State's Angie Weldon was named the Ohioyesterday Waldon
announced
league
the
week,
women's player of the
made five steals during the
scored 26 points, pulled down 14 rebounds andState.
Lady Racers 93-87 victory over Morehead

MSU GRID BANQUET
football banquet set
Fans wishing to attend Saturday night's Murray State
to confirm their
782-6181
call
should
Ballroom
Center
Curris
the
for 7 in
children age
for
$6
and
adults
for
$10
are
tickets
of
Price
reservations.
highlight film
1991
the
and
announced
be
will
awards
12-and -under. Team
team.
year's
last
on
seniors
14
the
features
will be shown. The film

GENERAL
rape trial clashed as
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Attorneys in Mike Tyson's l beliefs about rape.
fundamenta
jurors'
potential
probe
each side tried to
have been seated. Marion
Eleven jurors — seven men and four women — as court adjourned for the
estimated
Gifford
Superior Court Judge Patricia J.
and tour alternates would end
day that selection of a panel of 12 jurors
thereafter.
today, with motions and opening statements

FOOTBALL
the
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Ted Marchibroda has returned to coach
championships in
Colts, the team he took from mediocrity to three AFC East
Bills the
the 1970s. Marchibroda, the offensive coordinator for the Buffalo
in Baltipast two years, coached the Colts from 1975-79 whon they were
team led
1976
his
and
1975,
in
year
the
of
coach
NFL
named
was
He
more.
was fired by
the NFL in total offense, passing and scoring. Marchibroda
1979.
in
season
5-11
Robert lrsay following a

BASKETBALL
ATLANTA (AP) — Atlanta Hawks forward Dominique Wilkins, only 25
points short of 20,000 in his career, sustained a season-ending ruptured
right Achilles' tendon in the second quarter of the Hawks' 110-109 victory
over Philadelphia.
Dr. David Apple, the Hawks' team physician, said Wilkins would be out for
six to nine months. Apple said the 10-year veteran would undergo surgery in
a few days.
NEW YORK (AP) — Denver Nuggets center Dikembe Mutombo will be
the only first-year player in the NBA's 42nd All-Star Game Feb. 9 at Orlando. Mutombo, the first rookie chosen to play in the All-Star Game since San
Antonio's David Robinson in the 1989-90 season, was one of 14 reserves
named by the league's head coaches.
Others addod to the West squad are: Otis Thorpe and Hakeem Olajuwon
of Houston, Jeff Hornacek and Don Maierle of Phoenix, James Worthy of
the Los Angeles Lakers and John Stockton of Utah.
The additions to the East team are: Scottie Pippen of Chicago, Reggio
Lewis of Boston, Dennis Rodman and Joe Dumars of Detroit, Dominique
Wilkins of Atlanta and Brad Daugherty and Mark Price of Cleveland.

SAN ANTONIO (AP) — Terry
Cummings and David Robinson
dominated Chicago's front line
Tuesday night, ending the Bulls'
bid to match their club-record
14-game winning streak.
Beating the Bulls for the fourth
time in their last five meetings, the
San Antonio Spurs emerged with a
109-104 victory.
Cummings had his best game of
the season, hitting 13 of 17 shots
and finishing with 30 points and 11
rebounds. Robinson had 21 points
and 13 rebounds and eight blocked
shots.
"Our team's not 37-5, but we're
playing well," Cummings said.
"They played well even though
they lost, but it meant we played a
little bit better."
Despite 39 points from Michael
Jordan and 21 by Scottie Pippen,
the Bulls (37-6) were unable to
avoid their sixth loss in Jordan's
seven trips to South Texas.
"This means a lot to us,"
Robinson said. "Coming in, I
know they were ready for us. But
we played with a lot of effort,
intensity and emotion."
San Antonio nearly blew the
Bulls out in the first half, building
an 18-point lead.
"The early part of the game was
when we lost it," Jordan said.
"They blocked a lot of shots and
that initiated the break. Their
defense was their offense."
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The Bulls, who never led, shot
Like a good neighbor.
Good service,
just 43.8 percent from the field
good coverage, State Farm is there.
against the NBA's leader in that
good price
department. But the outcome was
not decided until the final 11
That's
seconds.
Pippen's tip-in with 30 seconds
State Farm
Farm Insurance Compariles
to play pulled the Bulls to 105-104.
insurance." State
layup
Home offices Bloomington Illinois
The Robinson hit .
to give San Antonio a three-point
2nd Region
cushion with 21 seconds remaining.
West Hopkins 62 Lyon Co 58
Stacey King missed from close COLLEGE SCORES
73 CrInenden Co Al
Central
UvIngslon
range and Sean Elliott, who scored
EAST
Region
3rd
Diraware 66, Brcoken Col 51
Menem* Co 62 McLean Co 76
18 points, hit two foul shots to
Frowgh [Salmon 51, Monmouth NJ 46
Holy Cross 641 Colgate 59
make it 109-104 with 11 seconds
415 %von
lainhanan 67. La S,alle 65
New Hempen(' 66, Harvard 65
CInton Co 59 Metcalfe Co 53
left.
Co 54
Monroe
69
Prooduce $7 Syracuse 73
Russellville
Jordan missed a long 3-point
Tempie 83 Massachusetts
on
SOUTH
Fle4kr
attempt, and the Bulls' streak was
461 •Boniogham $4. New Orleans SO
Merlon 40 BMWs," 36
81. OT
Crane
South
8)
Alsbarna
over.
At Lone Rock 63. GrarrOing St 61
Mayrolle St Patrick 78. erring 53
Coppn St 79 Delaware Si 56
"We .,,orkecl and got ourselves
Drodson 61. Samlond 59
said.
back into the game," Pippen
130 Region
Georgia Tech 77, Col of Charlesion 70
Barbourville 70. Williamsburg 65
Loarolle 78. Virgins Ted) 68
"When it's like that and you've
Oneida Baptist 106. Lynn Camp 71
krd -E Shore 62, Lincoln, Pa 72
South Alabama 107. Cent Fonda BB
battled back in the game, you think
14th Revolt
MIDWEST
you're going to win."
indana 106. Purdue 65
Dice Combs $1. Wogs Co 76
61
Co 74, Jenlans 65
Marquette
85
Kansas
CMS*
Spurs coach Bob Bass, 3-1 since
53
s
Neon
gy
no
SOUTHWEST
Hazard 75, FlerreB
Mu Vaiey Si 96, Oral Robert' 92
replacing Larry Brown, gushed
Cklattome St 64. Southern Meth 53
Texas Christian 76, FLO, 50
A riderSOn Co 42. Soya' Co 68
over the effort his team expended.
FAR WEST
Ashaind Bluer 60, Grownup Co 48
"We just had a great effort from
Colorado Sr 68 Viyorring 67
Barren Co 77. WIrter1 Central 57
EXHIBITiON
.,6716
e.o
(oC
POR011ohlOo
everybody," he said. "rm very
Marathon 01 86 1.4ssnot 81
Boyd Co Co77,7P0Orternan.
Breclanndge Co 64. Grayson Co Sr
think- we
excited for our guy
Bolin East It, Oldham Co 69
Casey Co 84, Danville 80
were just amazing.'
HIGH SCHOOL SCORES
Caverns 68. Nelson Co 65
The Spurs led 43-25 in the secChristen Co 70, FOR Cameo 54
Al A CLassK
Clerk Co 54. Lex Henry Clay $3
ond quarter, using a pair of 10-0
Corbin 96, Knox Central 66
nine
Co. Catholic 61, Conryer 54
off
170 Mernonal 50
E171a
runs. But Chicago reeled
2t, R
Paducah St Mary 15g
Cf7. V40111101 118 Ft Thomas Vaghlands 68
47
County
Canals
82
Heath
in a row later in the half to draw
within seven, then went on a 6-0
run to close to 50-46.
Jordan had 14 first-half points.
105 N. 12th (Next to McDonald's)
759-9888
Cummings had 16 points and
shots.
blocked
-ven
s
Robinson
,,,,,

•
•

41••••••
.

L

Larni Krouse Insurance

Upcoming Schedule
WEDNESDAY

,4

•

No local games scheduled

THURSDAY
CALLOWAY: Lady Lakers at Ballard Memorial, 7:30 p.m.
MURRAY HIGH: Lady Tigers host Carlisle County, 7:30 p.m.

. I o;ilil4i0Jl0dFE0THffkinMnfflmImflInHih.

Cardinals stick Hokies
"In all my years of coaching,
I've never seen a shot like that,"
Crum said after No. 24 Louisville's
78-68 Metro Conference victory
over the Hokies.
The Cardinals opened the second
half hitting 13 of their first 14 field
goals and ran away with the game.

BLACKSBURG, Va. (AP) — In
665 games over 21 seasons, Louisville coach Denny Crum figured
he'd seen just about everything.
Then came the shot Tuesday night
that marked the beginning of the
end for Virginia Tech.

Murray ousted...

Au toZone
5 Year Battery

(Cont'd from page 28)
to 24-13.
Murray shot a dismal 2-for-12 in
the quarter while Hickman was
6-for-12. The Falcons led 28-13 at
the half.
"I thought we played hard, we
just couldn't get the ball in the
basket, especially in the second
quarter," Miller said of the Tigers'
four-point performance. "We had a
stretch where we couldn't stop
them. That was the difference.
"We had a chance to cut the lead
to 10 (in the third)," Miller
expained, "but we'd foul or they'd
hit an easy basket to get (the lead)
back out."

Up to 525 CCA and
100 reserve minutes

Murray, now 3-11, got to within
13 early in the third, but Hickman
scored seven straight buckets to
push the lead out to 40-20. Lester
hit one of his three three-point
plays in the game to start the run
that would ruin Murray's chances
at a comeback.
Hickman was 13-for-20 from the
free throw line with many coming
after made baskets. Murray finished 7-for-10 from the stripe.
Hickman connected on four "oldfashioned" three-point plays.
Junior Chip Greene led Murray
with 11 points and 12 boards. Jenkins had nine and Whitaker finished
with eight.

EVERYDAY

Our Best BatteryDuralast Sub-Zero Battery

38A'Ii

More Power! Up to 700 Cold
Cranking Amps 6 Year Warranty

4P:M

Duralast Starters

New SKF
Water Pumps
For most vehicles
Store stock only
With exChange

4181T

AutoZone Specialty
Series Batteries EVERYDAY
For highest OEM
CCA requirements
Group 65-875 CCA
Group 78-770 CCA

5888
WITH
EXCH

1110

f'4)
(

•

Pemonutoctured
Amencan &trnport EVERYDAY
All GM s come
voth solenoid
ro
Store stock only
"4 24
With exchange

EVERYDAY

.....DAV

TIME
LIFE
WARRANTY

TIME
LIFE
WARRANTY

495

(Cont'd from page 2B)

Universal Duai
Terminal
Group 7501 700

.....ftit,t1117.19c1,,r

2299
EVERYDAY

•

New
Fuel Pumps

TO
69 99

EVERYDAY

Duralast Master
EVERYDAY
Cylinders

For most vehicles
Store stock only

Remanutactured
For most vehicles
With exchange

Electric
Fuel Pumps

Brake
Calipers
aemanutoctured

1899
TO
95 94

Duralast
Alternators
Remonufactured
American & It-nport
Store stock only
With exchange

2495
EVERYDAY

To
21 94

One- Year Warranty

enjoyed his first trip to Murray
State.
"This is a great basketball
arena," Fick said glancing
around at the emptying Racer
Arena. "You got the loud student section and the fans are
right on top of you, you can
hear every word....some good,
mostly bad. This is a great
place to play a ballgame....I
know you guys are wanting to

get a new place, but I hope
you stay here."
As for the sideline antics and
working the crowd coach?
"I love basketball and I'm
just trying to have fun at what
I do."

One-Year Warranty

One-Year Warranty

Valucraft
Starters
PemanuloCturea
Store stock only
With exchange

EVERYDAY

1936 95.

Valucratt
Water Pumps

1688
EVERYDAY

Remonufacturea
Store stock only
With exchange

Universal lit
0680125 •E8016S

to
19 99

3c5999

Our Best Price

Our Best Price

EVERYDAY

Store stock only
With exchange

24 99

RemanutaCtured
Store stock only
With exchange

Our Best Price

EVE - DAY

EVERYDAY

EVERYDAY

See Dick run,
See Dick jump,
See Dick bring fun to the
OVC.

“Let me analyze your
insurance needs with a free
Family Insurance Checkup.99

EVERYDAY

Valucratt
Alternators

4.
is

4,
7
iatelhe

*.0

MNIN:Ne/Vd21

Pro-Gard
Fuel Injector
Cleaner
Pyroil Power
Steering Fluid

2 PACK

497
EVERYDAY

Slick 50
Engine
Treatment

Mobil Super HP
005.k
All weights
LIMIT 3 cases

89c

Valvoline
super HPO 301-41D

1994

•

QT

EVERYDAY

I quart

EVERYDAY

AC, Deutsch
Precision or
Motorcratt
Oil Filters

TO
20 99
1 29

All Others 31' Off
Purchase o(2

'103

Limit 3 cases

Valvoline AN Clornate
10W 30 10W 40 20W 50
or 5W-30 Limit 3 cases

Fuel Filters

1

12 oz

99

GT

197

1 Quart

19-10 Engine
Starting Fluid 990

Carburetors
Sof all #5 in stock
Special orders
EVERYDAY
may be higher
Pernanutactured4
TO
by Holley One
238 99
Year Warranty

13
GT

,enicles
For most ,
Store stock onlY

Jane Rogers
305 N. 12th St.

A

AN Oil Filters
Up To $2 97

2$5

F6-12

Ig-lo Gas-Line
C
Antifreeze
47
and Drier
Ig-lo
Isopropyl
Fuel Drier

C

MURRAY

Murray
753-9627

CALL ME.

State Farm
Insurance Companies
Home Offices Bloomington. Illinois

Mc a good ncighbor. State Farm is then!

-r

L:2
•

-

(Next to Century 21)

••••

753-8971

S. 12th St. in Southside Center

•,•

It&

OPEN NIGHTS AND SUNDAYS

al Stores
oot good on spec.01 Orden 140 DeOlefl Sufi dotal% ot ...afoot's%
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Classified

DEADLINES

•

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

follows:
Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as
3 p.m.
Friday
n
y
Editio
Monda
a.m.
10
ay
Saturd
Tuesday Edition
p.m.
3
y
Monda
Wednesday Edition
p.m.
3
y
Tuesda
Edition
ay
Thursd
p.m.
3
sday
Wedne
Friday Edition
p.m.
3
ay
Thursd
ay Edition

753-1916

010
020
025
030
040
050

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found

EMPLOYMENT
060
090
10u
11u

Help Wanted
Situation Wanted
RJs:ness Opportunity
....Instruction

FARMERS MARKET
190
370
390
400

1..1!--.1 Equipment
LiN.estotk & Supplies
PoJ:try & Supplies
Produce
Feed & Seed

130
140
150
155
160
165
170
180
200 .
210 .

MERCHANDISE
For Sale Or Trade
‘Vant To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Sports Equipment
Firewood

920

Classified Ad Rates
!Effective Jan 2. 1991)
Display Ads

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

Saturd

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ADJUSTMENTS
any error The
Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their ads for
Any error
Murray Ledger &Times will be responsible fur only one incorrect insertion
should be reported immediately so corrections can he made

SERVICES

REAL ESTATE

Days

Rental

310
320
:i414

290
530

N14)14.1e Homes For Sale

480

. For Sale Or Lease

485

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts

. Home Loans
Real Estate
Lots For Sale
Farms For Sale

490

Used Cars

495
500
510
520

Vans
Used Trucks
Campers

470

Sales

T.V. & Radio
Pets & Supplies
N115('Ell \\F:01
Public Sale
410
For Trade
540 .
Free Column
560
. .Wanted
570
Miscellaneous
240

4.2 '
130
410

450
4t'

Homes For Sale

3"

2"

Rent-A-Car
515S. 12th

rs-N

ECULL DELIVERY

SOON TO ARRIVE...

753-2255

AURORA Pizza Magic
Open all year at 5prn
Closed Mon and Tues
4 7 4 8 1 1 9
1 -800 649-3804

Obstetric Services at Lourdes Hospital

PERINATAL NURSE EDUCATOR
and
The successful candidate must possess a BSN degree
g.
nursin
ld
al/chi
matern
in
ence
experi
have at least two years
in
person
The
red.
prefer
NAACOG and NALS certifications
OB
for
t
opmen
devel
staff
this position will be responsible for
family
services, pre-natal classes for expectant parents and
and
ge
packa
t
education. We offer an excellent benefi
to:
competitive salary. To reply, send resume

LOURDES HOSPITAL
A Member of Mercy Health System

(502) 444-2877

Classified Ad
Sale!

•

40.00 48.00 56.00 64.00 72.00 80.00

3

10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00

50.00 60.00 70.00 80.00 90.00 100.00

4

15.00

30.00

45.00 60.00

75.00 90.00 105.00 120.00 135.00 150.00

5

18.00

36.00 54.00 72.00

90.00 108.00 126.00 144.00 162.00 180.00

8

20.00 40.00 60.00 80.00 100.00 120.00 140.00 160.00 180.00 200.00

Sc per word per day for each additional consecutive day.
Si 50 extra fur shopper (Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide I
$2 00 extra for blind box ad..

050

020

Lost
And Found

I will pay $50 tor a first
edition 1925 "The Great
Gataby" novel with duet
cover.
Call by February 4, 1942
502-230-31121

(•
I

Honny's Place

.Lin.

Call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
-free local
claim serrY100-

DESIGNER Handbags at
non-designer's prices Bonus gift with each bag Hair
Am Dixieland Center
753-6745

VCR Service
ii.,,„(i.
Ward.Elkins
753-1713
DRY dean your carpets

- February Only Run a Classified Line Ad
3 days get 1 day

Rent the fast and easy Host
Dry Cleaning System Call
to resume a Host machine
at Black's Decorating Gen
ter. 701 S 4th 753-0839

1/27t92 Red stor
FOUND Young female LOSTconta
box,
collar,
black Lab, red
cropped tail 436-5675
eward

DANCE
Count ry
imil entyrt.iinmi.nt.
10 p.111.
i; II South - I; mile.
Nliirray.Fiy.
1.11111-..day Night

Oct

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
(Door* open at 600)
Knights of Columbus Hall

KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road.
south to Sq Hale Road. right on Sq Hale Road

10"

8.00 16.00 24.00 32.00

7 p.m. tri

Our most popular
plan pays up to
100% of Medicare
Approved charges
(many policies pay
only 20%) We even
pay on office calls
and other out of hospital expenses For
free information

9"

Yard Sale $7.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:
2.5e per word $500 minimum Ibt day

No age limit
to apply.

Lourdes Hospital
1530 Lone Oak Road
Paducah, KY 42003
ATTN . Amaryllis Chandler,
Professional Recruiter

1

8"

2

REWARD

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
INSURANCE

deliver our
Lourdes Hospital is expecting' We will soon
have an
We
first new life in more than twenty years.
as:
serve
immediate opening for a dynamic person to

b

St.

1 Executive Blvd.
Paducah, Kentucky
Sunday, February 2, 1992
2:00 p.m. EARLY BIRD
aNGO
DISCOUNT
Bring
MULTI MEDIA
AL
ADDITION
A
AUDIO V&A..
TEXJR DISCOUNTS
PRESENTATON
Friend!
• • • •

7-

25.00 30.00 35.00 40.00 45.00 50.00

cordially invites you to our

I

6"

5"

15.00 20.00

• rama Tours
4,-. Pano

1992 Travel Show Extravanganza
Executive Inn

4"

,

Boats & Motors

•-..-0

02)

1'

5.00 10.00

1

TRANSPORTATION

Musical

260
380

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

120
230
250

Mobile Homes For Rent
Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Want To Rent
. Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
For Rent or Lease

)
2.‘")

40% Discount 2nd Run. 60% Discount 3rd Run.
, All 3 Ada Muat Run Within 6 Day Period
$150 per Column inch extra for Tuesday

mile

ALL PROCEEDS GO 10 CHARITY
Mundy
/53 0466 P0 Boa 1033

Lost
And Found

LOST Yellow male cat at
Super America 759-1525
REWARD OFFERED FOR
DOG lost or stolen friar Sherwood Forest area. Boston Terner, male, Smog., black and
white wtbrown. Family pat,
needs medication. PLEASE
call 753-2494 after 5prn.

Wurray-Calloway County Hospital. a leader in
providing quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee announces
the following jolt openings
STAFF PHARMACIST

Full-time position available for new graduate Or
expenenced professional Applicants must possess or be eligible for a Kentucky license to
practice Pharmacy
Also seeking STAFF PHYSICAL THERAPIST
and PHYSICAL THERAPY ASSISTANT
Competitrve salary and excellent benefits package
For details contact
MURRAY
Pt-rsionnel Ix.pt
CALLCMAY
(502)762-1106
I cioS i 5,p.11.1
COUNTY
HOSPITAL
111111,

803 Poplar Street • Murray, Kentucky 42071

PHARMACIST
Lourdes Hospital is presently seeking a
full-time Pharmacist to work day/evening rotation shifts.
Applicant must be licensed Pharmacist
in the state of Kentucky. Previous
hospital experience preferred. Excellent
salary and benefit package.
For more information contact Sunni
Mauk, Director of Pharmacy, at 4442194 or Amaryllis Chandler, Recruiter,
at 444-2877 or 1-800-633-1178 (In KY

POSTAL EXAM

public for
Applications are scheduled to be accepted from the generaloffices
for
post
area
Murray
at
10-14
ry
Rural Carrier exam Februa
carrier positions. You will have ample time to prepare for the exam
after you apply. Don't miss this opportunity.

or 1-800-626-5435, ext. 2877.

Score 95-100% or your money will 6e refunded!
POSTAL EXAM PREPARATION PROGRAM
for this
Prepare now! Any man or woman, regardless of age or experience, is eligible
job securit
benefits,
excellent
enjoy
de
es
nationwi
employe
Postal
career
ing
outstand
with the 41.51”)
and salary to $14 per hour Over 70,000 people will begin new jobs
95% or
this year Candidates with the highest scores are hired first You must score
better to be hired soon
and easy-toYou will receive audio or video casset*s with selt-paceo instructions, comprehensive

with practice exams,
use home study materials including 100 page exam preparation manual
con sultation
follow-up
free
exams,
actual
from
success
bu
for
secrets
iiders
skii
powerful test-taking
and much more, PLUS A GUARANTEED SCORE OF 95% OR BETTER ON THE EXAM!
GUARANTEE

SALE

If you complete the POSTAL EXAM HOME
TO ORDER
k orI STUDY COURSE and do not score 95% or
Send your name, address, and
your money will be
better on the
I money order to NE C,123 NW 2nd Aye, refunded
in full
Credit
97209
OR
,
I Dept 403, Portland
is an arlueat anal services organizaton and
r.Cards order at 1-800-422-1-AA.'•1 (3926) NEC501
attpl,ated wIth tinee u etted states Postal
I Audio program $48 95, Video (indicate I
Servioe or anyertrier government agency
VHS or Beta) $79 Plus $4 50 shipping
'and Handling(UPS Air additional 54.50)1 CREDIT CARD ORDERS CALL
[rompt delivery assured
1 1-800-422-EXAM (3926)
eXafTi,

1500 Soundtracks
40% Off
Other Items
12 1/2 1/2

New Life
Bookstore

LOURDES HOSPITAL
1530 LONE OAK ROAD
PADUCAH, KY 42003
EOE

408 Ntaln St.

FREE

(6 days-2 days free, 9 days-3 days free)

The sale is open to everyone, as long as
they meet the following requirements:
V Ads must run three consecutive
days.
✓ No changes will be made in copy.
✓ Paid days will run first.
V No rebate will be given if cancelled
before expiration.
All standard rates on classified line ads
will remain in effect. If you are a regular
classified customer and your ad is already
scheduled for February, you will automatiL cally receive the benefit from the sale.

Of This age
ant
e Adv
TakSal
a and

SAVE!

Call

6
91
34
75
to place your ad.

SUNGLASSES Ray
Ban's, $49 95 Serengeti's
$5995 Hair Art, Dixieland
Center 753-6745

LENTINE
YOURne in VA
SURPRIe SE
the paper on Valentine's Day!
& message, or a Loveli
With their pictur

'."
••••11

Anniversary
Maybelle
Joyner Bridals

XOK

Prom Gowns by
Alyce and
Flirtation.

Happy
Valentine's
Sweet
Grandmom
Love Ya

To My

Bridal Gowns by
Alfred Angelo
and Moncheri
Shown by Appointment

BTO

376-5387
Wingo, Ky.
names & love lines, along with a s amped,
Just bring in $7.00for a picture(one person only)
photo. Or $5.00for Lovelines(no more than
self-addressed envelopefor the return of the original
20 words). All ads must be pre-paid.
ines is Noon, Wed. Feb. 12th.
Deadline for receipt of Photo's & Lovel

CAROLYN'S
CORNER
*New

&

Used

Furniture
•Giftware
•Collectible Dolls
.Lamp Shades
'Flowers
*Home
Fragrances
12th Ar Olive
753 9234

Mi!ierray Ledger & Times
Classified Advertising Dept.

•
- •
•

•

• -

.•

753-1916

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY

HIE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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PAGE 5B

CLASSIFIEDS
Heti
Wanted

Help
Wetted

SALESPERSON One of
the best sales positions in
Calloway County Must
have good sales experience and record Must
have late model car Travel
Calloway County only Interested in someone who
has good work habits System is set-up to produce
results; should earn
$50,000 in first year Company is located in Calloway
County and has been here
for 36 years Call 753-2654
for appointment.

13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS. NEED a job? A
GED? Hope for the future?
You may quality if 'You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma, 'You are
between the ages of 16 &
21 We are an E 0 E. This
proiect is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council- .1,T.P A
Call J T.P.A. Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
8a.m.-11:30a.m.

WANTED Alterations to do
in my home Experienced
alteration lady new to the
area 753-1379

190

450

320

270

0613

Hoes
Furniukiris

Mobile
Homes For Sate

Apartments
For Rent

Farm*
For Salo

BUNK beds with mamassea, $200 firm 753 9691
after f3pm

14x70 SPRING Arbor 2br,
2 bath, utility room 2x6
walls and well insulated
Partially furnished Must
see to appreciate
437-4748

2BR duplex in Northwood
1300 Valleywood Dr Refr

44 ACRE farm and 60 acre
farm 'A mile road frontage
each Located 4 miles
Northwest of Murray/ city
limes, West of Hwy/ 641
753.7969

WILL babysit, day time. Experienced. 759-4490

Swing
Micitines

CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
home electric services 200
amp $375 100 amp $325
435-4027

.RENTED..

28R washer, dryer, stove
and refrigerator furnished
Near university and shopping center Deposit re
quired 753-5899

Used
Cars

TOICOS COST LESS
!ilURRAY

1986 FORD Tempo a/c
ps/pb, new tires, 72xxx
miles, newly rebuilt trans
$2200 753 6746
1987 GRAND AM SE
loaded, white, automatic,
new tires, 5-star rims
$5500 502 247-6699

CARS

$13,187
11 Carry
1988 CHEVY Cavalier
10 Carry LE ___.$11,787 4-door, ps/pb, a/c, $4000
WILL do house cleaning
2BR, 1 bath 3 miles NoraCal after 7pm 753-1016
3BR 2 bath duplex located
17,917 753-9644
'11 fad Taid
of Murray on Coles Camp
north side of town Call
1988 OLDS Calais Interna21;n
Road 753 5484
210
John Downs at M T.G., ground
$1,981 tional Series 2 door,
Dodp
Mobile
753-4000
2BR. 1 bath, livingroom
loaded excellent condition
Howes For Rent
10 Pontiac Grvi Pii LES7,517 $5850
Firewood
gar
753-4547,
Infauellon
NURSES Aide. Full-time,
2br duplex, lust re- diningroom, kitchen,
LARGE
435-4612 after 5pm
11pm-7am shift. Prefer PIANO lessons Beginners FIREWOOD for sale, Oak 12x50, 2br New carpet and decorated No pets Lease age Newly remodeled
Car
$10,987
'90
Toyota
new central gas heat, fuli
inoteum, central air, gas plus deposit, $375/mo
and Hickory Cut to order
ASSEMBLERS WANTED- CMA but will train. Pleasant or advanced
Cal
1989 ESCORT 2-door, red,
heat, city water, /.
16
474-8086, daytime
Available Feb 1 759-1087 basement 1100 Olive St
to 1585/wk. Natiaial Co. has atmosphere. Fern Terrace 435-4573
am/fm cassette, excellent
from
753-5603
753-9808 after 5 30pm
several openings, P-T, F-T. Lodge, 1505 Stadium View
after 5pm
19 Celica GT ____.$10,987 condition 753-6840
Dr., Murray. EOE.
1-800-358-6956.
OR 3 Bedroom house
A FIREWOOD for sale
Etill-CS
'
R
NEW 2br duplex located on 2
Stereo Installation
redecorated Lo
19 Toyota Cressida__ $14,417 CAR
437-4667
Want
BABYSITTER before and POSITIONS Open . WaitNorthwood Drive Call Newly
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
waterUniversity
to
furnished,
close
cated
fully
2BR,
To Buy
n
after school North school ress and cook with experiCar
FIREWOOD, green or sea- front, available immedi- 753-1266 betwee
19 Toyota Cctok __$7,287 Music Murray's Alpine
$30's 753-8642
district 489-2309 after ence. Cook must have re- ANTIQUES by the piece or soned 753-5476
8 00am 5 00pm, ask for Low
Dixieland
Specialist,
Audio
at
ately. Call John Downs
19 Toyota Cca ST ._.$10,487 Center, I block from MSU
Paulette
sume, Call for appointment, collections Call 753-9433
3-4 BEDROOMS, 2/,
5Prn
FIREWOOD Delivered, M.T.G. 753-4000
an-Doo,
Kat-M
baths, brick, 3 acres
5pm
after
for
ns
applicatio
EXCELLENT income for
TAKING
$30. 436-5598
39 Olds Ciel frcaitamV37 dorms.
901-247-5701, ask for
Coldwater-Farmington Di
2BR No pets 753-9866
subsidized
rent
easy mail processing from
8
section
CASH for mobile home FIREWOOD for sale We
Terry or James
ning room, plenty of closets
i3,487
home Up to $24 per. No
17 Ford
LARGE 12x70 w/extension apartments 1,2 & 3 bed- and cabinets Double gar
tires $7-$12 each
you
$20
long
all
year
cut
7E,
Apts
Hilldale
PASEP-18
Apply
Write
rooms.
exp.
central
2br,
lot,
aae
'A
on
527-2932
17 Chrysler Leharon GTS S3,917
haul, $25 I haul Call Gary
Vans
161 S Lincolnway, N Au- OFFICE products company
Hardin, Ky . or call age 753-2223
H/A, $225 plus deposit
accepting resumes for a CASH paid for good, used Lawrence, 489-2030,
EHO
113
room,
502-437-4
rora, IL 60542
Irving
bath,
2
3BR,
Johnathan
and
68
Hwy
17 Nssr llama $V87 1976 FORD Van, dependsales and service position
pistols, shotguns 489-2497
dining room, oak cabinets,
Creek 362-7429
new parts,
able,
EXPERIENCED Spreader Technical background a rifles,
Goods,
deSporting
beautifully
fans,
ceiling
Benson
17 Pont Gr. kn._.--$087 $1290several
OAK, no bark $20 picked1959 F-100, 80%
Truck Dnver. Apply at Hut- must, experience a plus
3be
or
2
Oaks
SHADY
Murray.
24x24
641,
ft
corated, 1750 sq
up. Murray 436-5560
original $1600
son Ag Service, Hardin, Send resume to P0 Box 519 S. Hwy
electric or gas Walking dis17 Ford Escol_____ S1,487 restored
detached garage 3 miles
753-1342.
Days 7am-2pm 489 2663
4.37-4102.
797, Benton, KY
tance to college 753-5209
East of Murray $53,000
220
C winch, 12V
28R with stove and reClds Pattile Rep _NV
GROWING and expending POSITIONS Open Wait- ELECTRI
753-0954
436-5322
gas
wid
759-4836,
hook-up,
frigerator
301)
company is seeking profes- ress and cook with experiMade&
'86 Pontiac 60:11.._...$3,187
heat References and de- 3BR, 2 bath, sun room,
Business
sional individual for outside ence Cook must have re- NEED cash, buying 1960's
extras
afmany
Available
patio,
fenced
required.
posit
able
be
Rentals
Studio
must
Fisher
Person
sales
'86 Toyota Co SR S.35,987
sume Call for appointment, G.I Joe's Bill, 492-8103. LIKE new
ter February 1st. 436-2755 753-3488
to meet people well and be 901-247-5701, ask for
standard complete stereo
1976 CHEVY 'A ton, very
CIAL after 5pm
COMMER
20'x30'
and
cars
Junk
for
dollar
TOP
16 Celia GT ______13,987 dean, low miles, 350 enself-motivated Apply in Terry or James
system with CD player,
3BR energy efficient home
North
US.641
on
space
or
6
759-483
trucks.
person at Office Concepts
dual cassette deck, auto- near Shoney's Call John
with topper 436-5810
Good lo2 OR 3 bedroom, Pine Bluff FMHA approved
16 Chery Cavalier ___$2,287 gine
204 West Washington, SAMMONS' Bakery is look- 436-5322.
matic turntable, tuner/
or 753-6116
backyard
in
fenced
cation,
,
G
T
M
at
Downs
surwooded
Shores, quiet
Pans, TN No phone calls ing for part-time help. Apply USED and antique furni- amplifier with wireless re30 753-6063
16 Toyota Cuolla LE --WV 1978 JEEP CJ5 New ores,
753-4000
roundings, central H/A, ap- Call after 4
in person, 7am-4pm,
please
mote, twin speakers with
ture, glass, tools, quilts
Coleman
etc White w/
carport.
living
pliances,
Country
Owner.
BY
St.
753-5434
Chestnut
15' woofer, 4' midrange COMMERCIAL property,
'15 Choy Celebrty_.$2,197 batteries,
901-642-6290.
GROWING and expanding
brown top 304 V-8,
inside city limits Large
$600 917 Coldwater Rd For- RE, 753-9898
hveeder
3and
company is seeking addi$1900 OBO
rrin
15 Toyota Cary LE__. 15,447 3-speed,
USED Pallets, 40-x48- 759-1565.
merly Juanita's Florist. De- 3BR brick in Murray. 2-story exec home, 4br,
tional service help Needs
753-8669
436-5430
Saustion
references re- Fenced backyard, central greatroom, beamed ceiland
posit
to have copy machine rePIANO tuning and repair. quired Terms and lease
diningroom,
15 Toyota Cvolla.........$2,487 1986 % Ton Silverado.
Waged
H/A, carport. Available Fe- ings, fireplace,
pair experience Apply in
759-9661.
kitchen, breakfast room,
753-6069
negotiable
apby
1.
Shown
Long bed, white, ps/pb,
bruary
14 ANC
person at Office Concepts, BABYSITTING in my Murfloors
hardwood
Articles
cruise control, two tanks,
on pointment, 435-4186
for
storage
rent
204 West Washington, ray home. Experienced
FOR
753-4023
For Sine
new tires, excellent condiBuici Certify fign
Paris No phone calls mother is'es kids Has lots
your lot, semi-truck trailers
3BR, walking distance from
Arizona truck 76,000
tion.
older
Charming
owner.
BY
mowe
backyard.
riding
big
and
Murray
of toys
please
12HP
753-4509
university. Available Febru'14 Toyota
miles $6495 436-5288
2 Of 3br home on corner lot.
$1 00/hr Call Debbie at with 38- deck and grass
ary 15 753-2480.
1900 sq. ft. of storage
New central gas heat/
catcher. McCullah edger.
NOW taking applications 759-4967
1986 F-150 FORD pick-up,
'87 Tcli.
make
920 NORTH 18th St 2 electric air, Large rooms.
space or work shop.
1 year old, in COINS and stamps
Clerk.
for full-time Stock
Some heavy lifting required. Immediate opening.
Apply in person, I/ST
Warehouse Foods, 623 S.
4th. No phone calls please

WILL babysa in my home
489-2976.

COLLEGE student will
clean your house/run errands, reasonable rates
Please call 759-4671 after
lpm

R
PARTS MANAGE
accepting

Toyota of Murray,Inc. is now
aggressive applicants to fin a Parts
Manager position. Experience necessary. We offer an excellent benefit
package and a stable future with a fast
growing company. All serious applicants should apply in person to Toyota of
Murray, 515 So. 12th St., Monday thru
Friday. No phone calls please. Ask for
Chad Cochran.

NURSING HOME COSTS:
WHO PAYS?
"YOU" pay for most nursing home cost.
'Medicare pays less than 2%
'Medicare supplement policies pay even
less
• An estimated one in four Americans over
65 will spend time in a nursing home.
• In our area, costs average over $18,000
per year.
Medicaid, the government program for
the "poor" only provides help after you
literally impoverish yourself.
If you are concerned, give us a call for a
free copy of "The Consumer Guide To
Long Term Care Insurance."

McConnell
Insurance Agency
Hopkinsville Fed, Savings Building

753-4199

CODER/ABSTRACTOR
Lourdes Hospital is presently seeking
ICD 9 - CM and CPT coder. Position is
full-time day shift Monday - Friday.
One year previous experience desired.
Interested applicants may apply Monday - Friday 1 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. For
additional inforthation contact Kathy
Rutherman, Director of Medical Records, at 444-2136 or Amaryllis Chandler, Recruiter, at 444-2877 or 1-800633-1178 (In KY) or 1-800-626-5435
ext. 2877.

LOURDES HOSPITAL
1530 LONE OAK ROAD
PADUCAH, KY 42003
EOE

4 THREAD Singer sewing
machine with table in good
condition Best offer Call
after 4pm, 753-0626

Both less than
excellent condition.
759-9561.

14HP Case riding mower.
12ft tilt trailer, like new.
753-8908.
2 LOTS in Memorial Gardens. $300/both OBO.
753-3079,
BABY Items: 2 swings,
stroller, front pack, infant
seat. Excellent condition.
753-0584 or 753-1451.
CAMPER top for small
pick-up, $125. Queen size
waterbed, $100. Antique
clock, $50. 489-2440.
KERO Sun heater, used
few hours, still in the box.
Sears air purifier, $20.
489-2266 after 5pm.

wonderful presents, investments and hobbies We
also feature proof sets,
silver dollars, coin and
stamp supplies, foreign
coins and paper money.
See our fine selection today
in Murray at Book Rack
(Dixieland Shopping Center) and Treasure House
(Souttside Manor), also at
Toonerville Troity Antique
Sbre, (in Hazel, formerly
the Ox-Yoke), Mercantile
(Aurora) and Cissy's Gifts
and Antiques (Fulton). We
buy coins and stamps and
appraise estates. CHRISTOPHER'S COINS,
753-4161.

MATERNITY clothes, sizes
8 and 10 753-9691 after
6pm

Electricity, gas heat,
restrooms and loading ramp.
Call Allison Photography
753-8809

&pennons
FOI Rent

CERAMIC
MOLDS
New & Used
Also Paint
615-232-8359

PAGEANT or prom dresses White full sequin, accented with beads and
open back, size 6-8. Emerald green, full sequin, size
6, with matching shoes,
size 87, 328-8472
STEEL BUILDINGS.'AZ
end dose outs. Save thousands $. 25x50, 50x100,
40x60. Freddie, (502)
437-4702. Ends 1/31.

111111 Business
Sondem

Sanding, and Finishing,
Bodeau Floor Co.
wn mum r 7.1Iran
Stained & Bleached Floors Our Specialty!

WATER heaters, electric,
all double heating elements 5 year guarantee on
glass lined tank Round
models, 30, 40 or 50 gallons Your choice, $139 99
Walton Hardware, Downtown, Paris

Bassett china cabinet, color
TV 753-9324

HUDSON Company Saddles, Bridles & Horse supplies. 753-4545, 759-1823,
753-6763.
REGISTERED American
Saddlebred Stallion Service, $25 and up Negative
coggins test and dean culture required on mares.
Horses for sale 753-9390.
380

Since 1954

"Call Don":

362-0160

Gilbertsville, KY 42044
Serving the Entire Purchase Area

RJR HOME REPAIRS
General Repairs, Painting and Papering
Vinyl Siding and Replacement Windows
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings
Roofing and Welding

Robert J.
Rutherford
(502)

753-0468

HOT FEBRUARY SAVINGS
Furniture Inventory Sale
We've bought a new shipment of furniture but
we've bought t0000 much so instead of
choosing certain older styles to put on sale
we're putting them all on sate.
Astroloungor Sectionals
Your Choice $599.99
..$499-$799.99
Sultes...
3 Place Living Room
.......Starting at $29.99
End Tables
SALE OF THE WEEK
Stylellne Sectional w/Lounge
Now $599.99
Sugg. Retail $1,800.00
Ben
Big
15 Year Warranty Bedding
Full, Queen, King _._$129.97 per pc. by the set
To 75% Off
Winter Clearance On Clothes
Brands Including Gat Used, Ultra Pink, Union Bay

BEDROOM suite, recliner,

1WK old calf arid weaned
calf 527-1096

Modern Dustless Equipment

TRAILER, heavy steel
frame. 712 wood bed with
rails and lights. Heavy axle
and new 13- car tires. Asking, $650 or trade for table
saw or other wood shop
tools 753-0611
TRS-80 MODEL II MicroComputer. Complete, keyboard, DNP-400 printer,
Disk extension system.
Word processing, accounts
payable, accounts receivable programs included. All
manuals and updates and
desk included $250 FIRM
Call 436-2289

NEAR Hospital 3br, 1 bath,
central gas heat, $350/mo.
Deposit required No pets
753-9567

Marshall County Outlet
321 N

ni.r • Bonten

KY 42025

Pets
& Supplies
AKC registered Doberman
puppies. 753-8636.
AKITA puppies, AKC, family raised, $300
502-642-2539

NEW on market 4a, formal dining room, livingroom, eat-in kitchen, family room, double garage,
deck, fresh interior. 1715
Plainview, $96,500
759-4697.
PRICE REDUCED, Owner
relocating to another state,
very anxious to sell large
custom-built home located
miles north
on 21 acres
of town on Coles Campground Road. Home sits
back from road 2/10 milepaved private drive. Front
acreage has six figure developmental possibilities or
run horses or cattle. Has
three springs, creek, orchard. Landscaping includes fenced back yard,
hugh deck, fenced garden,
10x20 storage barn. 12
room home has 4800
square feet under roof,
energy efficient, two heat
pumps, 3 ceiling fans.
Greatroom with vaulted
ceiling, 3 or 4 bedrooms, 3
full baths, dining room,2 full
kitchens, 2 walk-in parktries, in-door bar-b-qua in
sun room, den, two fireplaces. Closets and storage galore. Attached oversize garage with workshop.
Other extras, satellite, TV
tower, security system Priced below replacement
value of house alone. See
to appreciate, 753-6869

DAISY Grooming. Saturday, by appointment
753-7819
HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858

.170

Motorcycles
1985 200X 3-wheeler
Good condition 759-4808.

1988 YAMAHA Blaster
4-wheeler. New rear tires,
very good condition
$1250. 492-8298 after
110
5pm
Public
1988 YAMAHA Blaster
Sale
New front tires. All alumiFARRIS Auction Company. num wheels. $900.
W Dan Farris, Auctioneer, 753-8445 after 5pm.
P0. Box 149, Hazel, KY.
Blades at
(502) 492-8796/8795. We NEW Snow
dealer cost 1/ea for 85-87
appraise and sell it all
Honda Big Red, 85-87
TRX-250
Honda
430
753-4092
Real
Estate
KOPPERUD REALTY ofems a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
all prices.
homes
753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext.
711L.
RE/MAX Properties Ltd
Bob Pernn, Paul Dailey.
Bob Haley Bel-Air Center
1 502 753 SOLD

Farms
For Sale
140 ACRE farm, 128 acres
tendable 8/10 mile highway frontage Located 'A
mile South of Hwy 80 on
Penny Rd 753-7969

6 cyl $4500 489-2852 or
489-2121

TRUCKS
lo Toyota 414

hardwood floors, lots of
closets and built-ins. Large
den, can serve as 3rd bedr000m. $49,500 753-5461
after 5pm.

1BR duplex apartment
SMALL 2br house in KirkStove, refrigerator and a/c soy area 489-2377.
and
Washer
furnished.
dryer hook-up Quiet, extra
360
nice. $175/mo. Day,
For Rent
Night,
753-7400.
Or Lease
753-3619.
3BR, 2 bath condo in Mur1 OR 2br apts. near down- ray for sale or lease
town Murray. 753-4109.
753-3293
2BR, 1 bath, city water,
370
cable, Almo. $220/mo.
Livestock
$100 deposit 753-8663 or
& Supplies
753-8332

PRIVATE Investigator
D.B.A. Confidential Investi- 2BR, 2 bath deluxe duplex,
gations, Southside Shop- garage, gas heat, apMILLIONAIRES MIL- Ong Center, Suite #102, pliances; Michelle Dr. ColeLIONAIRES, PANG. Murray, 753-2641.
man RE, 753-9898.
BURN'S CANDY IS BACK
IN MURRAY. Charlie's
Safe-T Pharmacy.
NINTENDO games. Perfect condition. 753-4359
before 6pm.

bedrooms, 1 bath, carport,
w/d hook-up All kitchen
appliances furnished
$395/mo Call 753-1266
between 8 00am-5.00pm,
ask for Paulette

1988 CHEVY 4x4, 'A ton
$7500 435-4214

19 Hew 412 ____$7,487
19 Nissan Pahfinder_.$11,487
19 Ptpouth Cf. Voy3gerS10,497
17 Fad Bram 11 41.„.$7,497
'8/ Ford Aercata XII._ $7,787
87
'86 Ocdp Pe 100
16 Chery Skraio 414 2487
2,987
'86 Tclota
1 Fad Etonco 11T 414_$7$7
15 Toyota Egg 44...$4,987
15 GC Cart Yr
15 Chevy She:ado__ $pr
$5,917
15 Cheri Blazer
14 Chef S10 44.---$4g1
71 Jet? Wagoner __.$987

1990 XLT FORD Ranger,
fully loaded Reduced.
$9000 or take over payments 753-0237 or
436-2092
520

Boas
& Motors
1963 35HP Evinrude $50
436-2207
1986 PROCRAFT, 150hp
Pro-V Yamaha, boat
loaded 436-2207
1989 LIMITED Edition
Lazer bass Mat. 19', 150
Mariner Mag II motor.
graphs and flasher, Johnson 1224 trolling motor
Best offer 753-9810 after
5pm
WAYNE Darnell Marine
Complete, boat and motor,
repair and service. All work
guaranteed. Fiberglass
specialist. Buy, sell or
trade. Used boats, motors
and trailers Salvage parts,
1 mile from Murray on Hwy
94E. 753-0079

Aubfey Hatcher
Caken Grer..• B.adshaw
TOT Thurman
Chns Bearden. Bus Mgr.
Chad Cochran. Gen Mgr.

Bill

TOYOTA

Services
Offered

1979 FORD LTD, $550
Hwy 121 North to Hwy 783,
2nd trailer on left

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm, 759-9816, 753-0495

AAA Additions Decks,
vinyl siding, carpentry
1980 FORD Courier, 1983 work, house and floor levelMazda S/W Portable type- ing, drive-ways 40+ years
writer. 436-2559
experience Free esti1982 SUBARU, 4-door, mates, Call collect
5-speed, a/c, radio cas- 901-247-5173
sette, sunroof. 109,000 ALPHA Builders - Carpenmiles 436-5210
try, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, drive1985 Z-28, Sharp car
mainteGood condition, all power, ways, painting,
$3800. 753-6063 after nance, etc Free estimates
489-2303.
430pm.

APPLIANCE REPAIR
rs
Service on all brands: window air conditione
.
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
ranges
electric
&
gas
rs
microwaves - dishwashe

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
*All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

.16n
Auto
Servkes

Steele•Allbritten, -Inc.

ALL auto repair and sandblasting 759-4836 days.
436-5322 evenings

Smith Masonry &
Home Improvem

NEW bug shields for pickups and vans, foreign and
domestic, clear and smoke
tint. $19 50/ea Key Auto
Parts Hwy 121S 753-5500
.190
Used
Cars

Block, brick, stone, complete foundation,
concrete work, sidewalks & patios covered
with brick. Remodeling, decks, additions,

garages. Fireplaces a specialty.
15 yrs. Exp. Free Estimates
Call 527-8275 or 1-800-339-4312

1971 MERCEDES 280 SE
$2900 753-4389 o
753-5960

For a Job Done Right Because We
Guarantee Our Work.

1977 CORVETTE. Good
condition,$7900 753-4389
or 753-5960
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CLASSIFIEDS
530

530
Services
Offered

Services
Offered

Servkes
Offered

REPAIR and refinishing all
types of furniture and all
kinds of material and supplies or Chi!UM Chair canning 492-8714

LITWILLER Building Farm
and residential set up for
large protects Our business is built on quality
382-2214
NEED your gutters cleaned
or repaired/ Call 753 0834

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and corn
mercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for tree estimate

ANY remodeling painting
& roofing References
759-1110
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 mator
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Ap
Pikance Works 753-2455

PAINTING interior and ex
tenor Quality work Over
20 years experience Ralph
Worley 436-5825
PLUMBING Repairs We
work on mobile homes
24 hour emergency, same
day service 489 2525

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436 5255
PLUMBING - Free estimates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 492 8816
REFINISHING stripping
custom woodworking
753 8056
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307
CHIN Chloe Chimney ROGER Hudson rock haul
Sweeps has 10% sensor citi- trig gravel sand, dirt drive
ren chscourits We sell chim- way rock 753-4545
ney caps and screens 753 6763
435 4191.
GALLOWAY Roofing Spa
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating cializing in new roofs re
Corn
arid Cooling Service
roofs and tear offs
plete installation and ser Guaranteed work
4,ce Call Gary at 502-753 7941
59 4754
GENERAL Repair plumb:AVIDSON Roofing and ing roofing, tree work
.2.onstructicn Special 436 2642
winter rates 30 years ex
Penence Written guaran
tee Local references DRYWALL finishing re
pairs, additions and blow
753 5812
wig ceilings 753 4761
GERALD WALTERS
Roofing vinyl siding paint LICENSED for electric
rig Pree estimates ' gas refigeration Installa
non and repair Free est
years experience Locai
mates 753 7203
lerences 489 22E'

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse.
Whirlpool 30. years ex
perienoe Bobby Hopper.
4.36 5848
BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system, drive
ways, hauling, foundations
etc 759 4664
BLOCK brick, concrete hashing Basements foot[rigs garages, drives
walks 30yrs experience
13yrs in Murray area
753 5476 Charles Barnett

CUSTON KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
by & see
•.- •• • so .qAt

•Drop
skis

our showroom
Eitese:

DAVID SMITH
Construction
New Homes
Residential Gommercsal
Additions - Metal Poie Barns

15 Yrs Experience • Free Estimates
Route 1, Box 1390
Benton, Ky 42025

PHONE•
502-437-3026

Mathis Transmission
Service
624 N. 4th St.. Murray

753-6374
Specializing in front wheel drive.
overdrive. automatic 8: standard
transmissions.
We Service What We Sell
* FREE ESTIMATES *
12.000 Mile Warranty
Month
12

Patients have right
to choose treatment

HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling, paint
ing wallpaper carpentry
floor covering No lob too
small 436 2052
SEPTIC TANK SERVICE
Repair, replacement, new
installation, pumping sewers, footings, basements
Backhoe loader service
BRENT ALLEN. 759 1515
SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753 2674
SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings Larry
Chnsman 492 8742
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free es
timates Day or night
753 5484
T C Dinh Repair and Main
tenance Electrical Cleaning Sewer 1210,1212 Main
Street 753-6111 office
753 0606 after 5pm

This is the second in a series of
articles by Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Director of Nursing Lynn
Meurer.
A new Kentucky law seeks to help
individuals consider their options for
medical care while they're healthy and
able to make decisions.
The new law (which was effective
Dec. 1, 1991) requires hospitals and
other health care facilities to give
patients information about their right
to accept or refuse medical treaunent.
Healthcare facilities must also explain a patient's right to prepare a
Living Will or other "advance directive" for medical treatment.
Kentucky law recognizes three
types of advance directives: Living
Wills, Health Care Surrogate and
Durable Power of Attorney.
The Kentucky Living Will Act
allows for a wntten declaration specifying that life-prolonging treatment
be withheld or withdrawn in the event
the person is diagnosed &s having a
terminal illness.
The patient must be diagnosed by
the attending physician and one other
physician as having a terminal condition

Eruption causing brilliant
sunsets, but destroying
ozone layer around world

TENNESSEE River Insula
bon Decrease your utility
bills with adequate insula
bon All types of insulation,
old and new homes Free
estimates, 901-642-9174
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for tree estimate for your By JON MARCUS
needs
Associated Press Willer
HANDYMAN will do plumb
Mount Pinatubo, the volcano that
mg electric and carpentry
Reasonable rates dumped mud and misery on the
753-0596
Philippines when it erupted in
HAULING. yard work tree June, now is bringing brilliant
removal mowing Free es sunsets to the rest of the world.
wales 759-1683
Gases from the volcano have

INSULATION Blown In By condensed in the upper atmosphere,
Sears TVA approved turning skies deep violet or pink
Save on those high heating just after sunset on clear nights.
and cooling bills Call Sears The effect is at its peak this month.
753 2310 for free estimate
But scientists worry that the vivKITCHEN CABINET RE
CO VERY existing doors &
frames with woodgrain for
mica all colors Free esti
mates Wulff's Recovery
Murray 436-5560
GALLIMORE Electric
Licericed for commercial
and residential Free eta
mates No lobs too bog or
too small 759 1835
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licenced insured Estimate available
759-4690
THERMALINE
ment Windows
built easy-clean
tizens discounts
after 3pm

Replace
CustomSenior ci759-4433

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaning
servicing $15 most repairs
$35, all brands 3rd Street.
Almo Open 9-12 1-5,
Mon -Fri , 753-0530
WILL do plumbing, irtstalla
ton and repairs All guaranteed 753-4355, 753-1 t34
YARD landscaping wr20
years experience No jots
too big or too sma
436-5430
5i50
Free
Column
FREE cute puppies to good
home They will be small
dogs 762-6188
FREE German Shepard
puppies 474-2008 before
3prn or after 8pm

Life-prolonging treatment does not
include the administration of medication, nutrition, hydration or the performance of any medical procedure to
alleviate pain.
In cases of pregnancy, the living
will has no force or effect.
The living will declaration may be
revoked by the individual in writing
or verbally and becomes effective
immediately.
No physician or health care facility
will be subject to any liability for
acting in good faith upon the knowledge or lack thereof, of the existence
or revocation of a living will declaration.
The law requires two witnesses to a
living will, but the witnesses cannot
be blood relatives; cannot be an
employee of a health care facility in
which the person is a patient; cannot
be an attending physician of the
patient nor any person financially
responsible for the patient's health
care.
If you wish to obtain a sample copy
of a living will, please contact the
MCCH Nursing Service office at
762-1245 or MCCH Hospice office at
762-1389.

id sunsets portend trouble. They
say gases could wipe out as much
as 10 percent of the earth's ozone
and cause slightly lower temperatures around the world for at least
the next two years.
"Now you have all those particles that you can actually see in
those beautiful sunsets" helping to
destroy the ozone, said Guy Brasscur, director of the atmospheric
chemistry division of the National
Center for Atmospheric Research
in Boulder, Colo.
"I would be especially concerned this spring," Brasseur said,
since a 1 percent decrease in ozone
leads to a 2 percent increase in the
amount of skin-damaging ultraviolet rays that penetrate the
atmosphere.
The ozone will eventually recover, he said, but "we might see an
effect that will last about a year or
two."
Mount Pinatubo began erupting
June 9, burying nearby towns in
wet ash and forcing the evacuation
of U.S. military bases.
The volcano produced dust, but
also huge amounts of sulfur dioxide and hydrogen sulfide gas,
which condensed at high altitudes
into a mist that has gradually
spread around the globe.
The mist, "in effect, behaves
like a cloud and will give you that
brilliant color," said Lindsay
McClelland, a specialist at the

Smithsonian Global Volcanism
Network. "After the sun has gone
below the horizon, it still reflects
the sun. You get a bonus."
The most intense effect is in the
Southern Hemisphere, where the
cloud from the volcano in the Philippines was reinforced by fallout
from the less well-known eruption
of Mount Hudson in Chile in
August.
Scientists predict the striking
sunsets will begin to fade and disappear completely in a year or two,
unmasking the volcano's more insidious effect.
Sulfur dioxide enhances the
destructive effect on the ozone of
chlorine produced by aerosol
sprays and other sources, Brasseur
said.
"When we have a volcanic eruption like Pinatubo, the number of
particles is dramatically increased
because the volcano ejects sulfur,"
he said — 19 million tons of it, by
some estimates.
Judging that Mount Pinatubo
spewed out as much as three times
more material than the next-biggest
recent eruption — El Chinchonal in
Mexico in 1982 — scientists
expect its gases could destroy at
least 10 percent of the Earth's
ozone and lower the average worldwide temperature up to 1.4
degrees.
Its effects are expected to last
from five to 10 years, far longer
than the colorful sunsets.
El Chinchonal lowered the average worldwide temperature about
half a degree and destroyed an estimated 5 percent of the ozone, the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration reports.
"If there is this kind of contamination in the stratosphere, less solar energy reaches the earth,"
McClelland said. "It's not typically a really radical effect. We're
only talking about a couple of
degrees."

7th annual West Kentucky
open chess results announced
The 7th Annual West Kentucky
Open chess tournament was held at
MSU's Curris Center Saturday, drawing 88 chess players from four states.
Overall winner in the championship
section was Ed Kelly, from Carbondale, Illinois, who took first place
with four wins and a draw against no
losses. Kelly, a strong Expert player,
also won the MSU Open last fall.
Other championship division winners
and their playing classes were:
Levant Bayraktar, Murray State,
1st. Place, Expert Class; Greg Hoffman, Paducah, 2nd Place, Expert
Class; Mark Galloway, Murray State,
1st. Place, Class ,A Players; Seth
Shafer, Charlotte, TN, 2nd Place,
Class A Players; Bill Savoie, Huntsville, Al, 1st. Place, Class B Players;
Josh Price, Murray, 2nd Place, Class
B Players; Lance Mendenhall, Murray State, 1st. Place, Class C Players;
Steve Shafer, Charlotte, TN, 1st.
Place, Class D Players; Naha
Hughes, Murray, 2nd Place, Class D
Players.
In scholastic play, Murray High
School took first place in the fourboard team event with a perfect 4-0
match play score. The team of David
Chu, Caleb Johnson, Chris Woods
and Wade Denton won 121/2 games
out of a possible 16 in taking the

overall title. Second palce in the high
school division went to Owensboro
High School, with Houston County
High, from Erin, Tennessee, taking
third place.
Crittenden County Middle School
took first place in the junior high
division.
In the elementary section, Murray
Middle School took first place, winning three of four match points. Their
only loss in match play took place as
they were paired against Murray High
School in one round. David Crouch,
Mark Stockton, Stephen Breeding
and Joey Woods played on the Murray elementary team. Second place in
the elementary division was claimed
by Crittenden County Elementary.
First place in the primary section
was won by Crittenden County
Elementary School, with Murray's
entry from Carter School taking the
second place trophy. In novice play,
Jennifer Curley, Harrisburg, Illinois
took first place with a score of4-0 and
Murray's Josh Frisk claimed second
place overall and the first place
elementary trophy with a respectable
The next tournament in this area
will be the Crittenden County Scholastic, which will be held in Marion,
Kentucky on Saturday, February 8.
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The Inevitable Conclusion

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Department
• 753-1916 or 753-1917

Murray chess players winning at the recent 7th Annual West Kentucky Chess Open were, from right, Mark Galloway, 1st place class
A, Nathan Hughes, 2nd place class D and Josh Price, 2nd place class
B.
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Looking Back

Today in History
1992. There are 337 days
Today is Wednesday, Jan. 29, the 29th day of
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
III died insane at Windsor
On Jan. 29, 1820, Britain's King George
the American and French
both
Castle, ending a reign that had seen
revolutions.
On this date:
William McKinley,
In 1843, the 25th president of the United States,
Ohio.
was born in Niles,
was published under a
In 1845, Edgar Allan Poe's poem "The Raven"
Mirror.
g
Evenin
pseudonym in the New York
died in Baltimore.
In 1956, editor-essayist H.L. Mencken
Woodward were married.
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In 1958, actors Paul Newma
Hall of Fame were named in
In 1963, the first members of football's
Canton, Ohio.
Boston.
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nt
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the establishment of diploDeng Xiaoping to the White House, following
matic relations.
Hazelwood went on trial
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in Anchorage, Alaska, on charges stemmi
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major
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ed
acquitt
was
spill. (Hazelwood
misdemeanor.)
Dozier, freed from his Red
Ten years ago: U.S. Brig. Gen. James L. a series of debriefings in
began
Brigades captors in Italy the day before,
which he recounted his 42-day ordeal.
deposed Philippines PresiFive years ago: The State Department barred homeland from Honolulu
his
to
dent Ferdinand E. Marcos from returning supporters trying to topple the
amid reports he was preparing to rally
Aquino government.
, President Bush assured
One year ago: In his State of the Union addressand that the recession at
won
Americans the war against Iraq would be
ry security measures were
ordina
(Extra
order.
short
in
end
home would
address since the Vietnam
Union
the
of
State
taken for the first wartime
era.)
is 76. Actor John Forsythe is
Today's Birthdays: Actor Victor Mature
Claudine Longet is 50. Actress
74. Author Germaine Greer is 53. Actress 47. Actress Ann Ji'Ilan is 41.
Katharine Ross is 49. Actor Tom Selleckjs
Olympic gold -medal diver Greg
Talk show host Oprah Winfrey is 38.
Louganis is 32.
the only quotations that are
Thought for Today: "Misquotations are
biographer (1887-1964).
British
n,
Pearso
h
never misquoted." — Hesket

Brewer is the former Mary Jane
Wallis of Murray.
Jackie Cooper, Murray Fire
Twenty years ago
will
1970,
r
Chief since Octobe
'flu
The
epidemic' seems to be
retire March IS. He has accepted a
in the county and city
off
g
tapetin
position in New Orleans, La.
scho61 systems, according to WilMark Hussung of Murray High
tenSchool, son of Dr. and Mrs. Karl liam B. Miller, county superin
city
z,
Schult
and
Fred
dent,
of
Clark
D.
Hussing, and Trisha
Calloway County High School, superintendent.
Fifty-one new members have
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Roy
er of
Clark, have been named for the joined the Murray Chamb
H.E.
to
ing
accord
rce,
Comme
Good Citizen Awards for their
and
ent,
an,
presid
vice
Chrism
l
Wendel
n
schools by the Captai
ive
n,
execut
L.
Johnso
James
Oury Chapter of the Daughters of
ry.
secreta
the American Revolution.
Chuck Simons discussed the oriCindy Tucker, Lisa Allen, Lana
and use of his collection of prigin
Lasater, Marla Bailey, Clarissa
mitive
percussion instruments at a
Kelly
tt,
Thwea
Thorn Angie
meeting of Music Department of
DeWitt, Tona Camp and Trish
Clark are new officers of Murray the Murray Woman's Club. He was
Assembly No. 19 Order of the introduced by Jane Prince.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Garland will
Rainbow for Girls. Pam Alexander
married for 50 years on Feb. 5.
be
.
is mother advisor
Martha Adams, Jean Culp, GeneDr. and Mrs. Fayte Brewer are
now residing in Parma, Italy. Mrs. va Cooper, Pauline Campbell and
Tea years ago

Jane Ray are new officers of District 13 of Kentucky Nursers
Association.
Thirty years ago

Army 2d U. John A. Mitchum is
stationed at Fort Sill, Okla.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds beat Regis College Rangers
of Colorado in a basketball game
here. High team scorers were Jim
Jennings for Murray and Louis
Stout for Regis.
J.P. Coelingh of Rotterdam, Holland, spoke about "The European
Common Market" at a meeting of
Murray Rotary Club held at Murray
Woman's Club House. He was a
guest of Holmes Ellis.
Emajean Thurman, Oleta Burkeen, Odelia Imes, Martha West,
Ruth Cole and Dorval Hendon
attended a meeting of District 13 of
Kentucky Nurses Association held
Jan. 25, at the REA Offices at
Mayfield.

DEAR ABBY: My wife and I have

a big disagreement about women
sitting at the bar when tables are
available to them. She feels that as
long as she is with a girlfriend (or
girlfriends), it is perfectly all right.
I disagree. As a male, I have a
fairly good idea about how most men
think. For the most part, when a
man walks into a bar looking for
someone to hit on,ifhe sees a woman
sitting at the bar, he figures she's
probably looking for company. Like I
said, my wife disagrees.
J IN CHICAGO

DEAR J.: A woman may sit at
the bar because (a)she wants to
be seen;(b) she may want to be
hit upon;or lc)she mayjust want
to make conversation with the
bartender. ,
A woman sitting alone at a
table in a bar could be looking
for company — if that's what she
came in for.
I vote for your wife's sitting
wherever she feels comfortable
— as long as she behaves herself
and remembers to say, "No,
thank you, I'm married," if she's
offered more than a drink.

BLONDIE
3ACK TO STYL.E...
AND HURRY!
TwATS
1
wwAT
TWOUGHT

I'm ON msz, PEET A LAT
MORE -"NESE 'ANIS
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DEAR ABBY: You have often
urged parents to respect the privacy
of their teen-agers with regard to
letters, diaries, etc. But now that
drugs have become a major threat,
please commenton how much privacy
you think a teen-ager should have.
There are a lot of very worried parents out there.
ONE OF THEM

THE FAR SIDE
992

By GARY LARSON
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Hey!1 didn'l Know we
were gonna "talk about -that
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"turn +hat came
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CALVIN and HOBBES
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child is involved with drugs.
Because drug involvement can
be fatal, parents have not only
the right, hut an obligation to
learn as much as they can, by
whatever means available to
them.God will forgive them.And
so will their children, eventually.
* * *

DEAR ONE: There is a vast
difference between parents invading their children's privacy
out ofcuriosity,and parents who
have reason to suspect that their

*
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DEAR ABBY:I have a suggestion
regarding sending cards to hospital
patients. Instead of your own return
address, write the patient's home
address in the "return address" corner.
That way, if the patient has already been discharged, the card will
be sent to his or her home address,
not yours.
PATI'Y WILLIAMS,
EXCELSIOR, MINN.
DEAR PATTY: Thanks for an
excellent suggestion. And
speaking of cards, please read
on:
DEAR ABBY: Don't people read
the messages on cards before they
send them? Obviously some do not.
and I wish they would.
While my husband now deceuted
was in the hospital with a termrnal
illness, he received many cards from
friends and co-workers wild were
aware that he was terminally ill.
Some cards bore cheery messes
such as,"I hear you're coming home
soon,""Get well fast.""We have a lot
of catching up to do!"
He appreciated being remembered,but a simple"Thinking ofyou"
card would have done more for his
morale.
Please pass this along to your
readers, Abby, but omit my name
and town.
RECENT WIDOW

•
•

Dr. Gott

xMax‘

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

CATHY
F
40u RE sicK
-TOO mom!

Forty years ago

The 1952 motor vehicle license
stickers are now on sale in the
office of Calloway County Court
Clerk Lester Nanny.
Pfc. Bill Ferguson is now stationed at Kelly Field, Texas.
Dr. J. B. Dover will open his
chiropractic offices at 300 South
12th St., Murray, on Feb. 2.
In high school baksetball games,
Tilghman beat Murray Nig!), Kirksey beat Salem, and Alvfio beat
Murray Training. High team scorers were Dick Greene for Tilghman, Will Mac Jones for Murray
High, Johnson for Kirksey, Peck
for Salem, Sonny Lockhart for
Almo and Hendon, Jones sand
Smith for Murray Training.
Mrs. Bun Harlan Hughes;spoke
on "Teaching Children the 'Value
of Money" at a meeting of'Coldivater Mothers Club held Jan. 24. Mrs.
Edison Hopkins/gave the devotion.

Dear Abby

Daily Comics

DAD SA1S. MI REPORT CARD
SNOWS NAT NOT ENOW.4
TIME IS BEINC., SPENT ON
1-40MENNOQK
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DON'T BE 5iLL4.
Its JUST A
LITTLE SNIFFLE.

SCu'VE BEEN RuNNING
ARouNO CARING
FOR CE. WH4 DIDN'T
40U TELL ME 40U
WERE GETTING SICK?

MOM I DON'T
FINE. WMT 40U TO BE
REALLY. A SELF - SACRIFICIAL
SAINT! PLEASE! BE
NIMAPA I. JUST

ONCE, SHOO let YOU
CM BE HUMAN'

WELL
MAYBE

I WILL
(MKE
MYSELF

WHILE YOU'RE IN THERE, WOULD ,
YOU FIX ihE SOME NOODLE 50;0, 1
;
CINNAMON TOAST AND AN
APPLE, AND SEE IF 'IOU CAN
FIND THE Tv GUIDE ??

5001E
TEA...

".•••-•

DEAR DR, GOTT: My sister does
not eat red meat and has begun an
iron tonic to replace what she presumably doesn't get from her diet.
When I informed her this could be
dangerous and cause adverse affects,
Mike Wallace interviews the Devil
she replied that because the tonic
came from a health-food store and is
"natural," it is completely safe. I disagree. Who's on the right track?
DEAR READER: Without knowing
the name of the tonic, I cannot comment specifically about whether its
safe or not. It would be as inappropriate for me to issue a blanket condemnation of "natural" tonics as it is for
e
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TO TIP ME
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PEANUTS
NOSES ARE
HARPER

'ALL RIGHT SAID THE CAT;AND THIS
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Sink Your Teeth
Into These
Food Values and
•

• •

Red or White
Russet

'11ATOES
10 Lb.
Bag

Young-II-Tender Boneless
Fryer Breast Fillets
Mr. Turkey
Ground Turkey

Field Sliced
Bologna
Field Fresh
Ham Sausage
igtu.

Fresh Turnips_

up. 59`

---

Irlorkla

GRAPEFRUIT

$99

ICE CREAM

5 Lb. Bag

U.S.D.A. Choice Whale Boneless
Top Sirloin In ne Bag
Jim Adams
Sliced Bacon
Reelfoot Red Label
Bologna or Wieners

Red Seedless
Imported Grapes
Florida
Oranges

Lb. 99c
4 Lb. Bag $1.59

Creme

••••••••••• ...NO.5...let

IRA
CRACKERS

Lb. Bee

'

Bounty

I

TOWELS
Jumbo Roil

Little Debbie

ES
SNACK COOKIBars
Oatmeal Crease I Nutty

159' 69c 18W
EFFECTIVE DATES:
Jan. 29-Feb. 4

We reserve the right to
limit quantities and correct
printing errors.
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